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In summary the orders were entered because of the necessity
for complying
with the capital
requirements
of the Exchange.
[The specialist]
was not
available
and the partngrs gave out the orders to another firm for execution.
In view of the fact that there was no violation
of the rules involved, it seems
this matter should be dropped.

A_ specialist and former chairman, whose firm is one of the most
prominent clearing agents for NYSEspecialists, testified on the financing arrangements between specialists and clearing firms. ~7~ He stated
that a clearing firm had no obligation to inform the Exchange before
instructing a specialist to liquidate a position because of financial
difficulties.
He was asked whether he would issue such an instruction
without knowing whether the liquidating transactions would be reasonably necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market. He
answered :
A. Under those conditions,
he has no choice.
That again is an exception.
This is not the ordinary run of specialist
dealing. This is a case where the boy
is in trouble and he doesn’t want to but he has no choice, lie must liquidate his
position.
If he didn’t, I would refuse to accept his transactions.
Q. You don’t think there would be any prior obligation to inform the Exchange?
A. There could not be. The Exchange should have nothing to do with that.
That is a relationship
between the specialist
and his clearing agent. I would
certainly
report it to them but I would not ask their permission or try to tell
them in advance what I was telling
him to do. In my opinion, you just couldn’t
4do thatY

Whena specialist has moderately large positions a forced liquidation could have a serious market impact, but under present procedures
the facts might not come to the attention of the Exchange until after
the damage was done. It was testified that the Exchange took special
precautions during the market break in May 1962 to ascertain the
financial condition of specialists. Yet on May~8-29, 1962, when the
Commissioninquired of the Exchange as to the financial condition of
specialists, the reply on both occasions was that there was no indication
that any specialists were in difficulties.
Either the Exchange’s procedures were inadequate to ascertain the facts in this vital area or the
findings were not revealed to the Commission.
Whenthe specialist is in financial difficulties and is forced to liquidate his position, the stocks in which he is registered are effectively
with.out the benefit of a responsible market maker. Specialists who
are m weak financial condition, and unable to obtain additional financing, should have their stocks reassigned temporarily or permanently
to another unit. Furthermore, any member firm which clears for
specialists
or finances them should be prohibited from terminating
clearing arrangements or calling for additional margin without adequate prior notice to the Exchange.
,q. Uonti~uity ~v~th depth
Since a private dealer system cannot and should not be .expected to
s’~bi]ize the market (in the sense of holding price levels o.r stemming
price trends) and since the data show that the impact of specialists’
trading ]s prob.alb]y minimal in affecting overall market movements,
~z As n,ote~ in sec. 4.c, a~ove, .NYSErule 431 permits a financing clearing firm to carry
a specialis,t account below the 25-percent maintenance requirement with the deficit charged
against the clearing firm’s capital.
~4 This clearing firm attempted to compel an ~mex specialist to liquidate his position
because he was In financial difltculttes.
Sometimelater, in. June 1962, another clearing
firm terminated its arrangemen.t with that specialist without sufficient notice to the Amex
to prevent disruption, in the marl~ets of a numberof actively traded issues.
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the question remains whether and to what extent the specialist’s role
extends beyond the mere ]inking together of buyers and sellers. The
~tnswer would seem to lie in what might be termed "price continuity
with depth"; i.e., a market which movesin sm~ll fractions but in which
the spe.cb~list stands ready to makereasonable capita.] commitmentsat
each significant price level. An extreme example of price continuity
without depth mayserve to illustrate the p.oint.
On Friday, May25, 1962, Columbus & Souehern Ohio Electric closed
at 62 on the NYSE.At that time there were ~bout 2,800,000 share2
of commonstock outstanding held by some 19~729 shareholders.
price of the stock had been drifting down during the preceding week,
along" width other utilities.
On Monday, May28, 1962~ the company
announced increased earnings. ~ The price gyrations of this stock
on May29, a.re illustrative of manyof the problems of the. specialist
denler function. A summaryof the stocks’ price movementfollows :
TABLE VI-i.--Summary

of the

Volume
May28 .......................
May29 .......................
May31 .......................
lune 1 ........................

price
changes
Blectrio
Open

of Uolumbus

High

Low

~ Southern

Close

Ohio

Change

3,000
6, 700
9,200
2,100

The stock opened on May 29 at 571/2, down 2~/~ from the previous
close. Within an hour and thirty-nine minutes after its opening, and
after only 4,300 shares had been traded, the stock had declined to
39½,~* a drop of one-third in price. Of the ¢,300 shares traded, the
specialist
unit purchased 4,100. Each transaction but 1 involved
100 shares, and the variations between sales were one-half point from
the opening until the price of 46~/2; thereafter, the variations were
1 point. One transaction during the decline was for 600 shares and
involved a ~-point decline from 50 to 48. The rally in the stock followed the same pattern. After the market t.urned, the price increased
on 1-point variations between sales up to 47, and thereafter on halfpoint variations to the closing price of 49~/2. All of these trades involved 100 shares. The next day the stock opened at 60 with 8,000
shares traded at the opening. The stock continued to trade in a narrow range and closed at 60. Applying the tick test, the specialist unit
2~
had a stabilization percentage of 100 percent on May~9.
As a result of these price gyrations tile Exchangeopened an inquiry
into whether the specialist unit had maintained a "fair and orderly
market in the stock on May29, 196~." After setting forth the price
action of the stock the floor department stated :
~s Ea:rn~ings and d~vidends had increasect steadily over the last few yeaxs. On June 1,
1962, the dividend’ was again increased.
~7~ Two sales--the
low of 39~/~ an.d the immediately preceding sale at 40½--were not reported on the tape. When the Exchange inquired late the reason for this, the specialist’s
answer was nonresponsive ; the record reflects
no other inquiry.
~7~ After the price of the stock turned, the specialist
sold 1,500 shares an.d bought 500
shares, participating
in all but three transactions,
lBefore the opening on May 29 he had
a short positioa of 100 shares ; his maximumlong position during the course of the day was
3,800 shares. ~t the en(~ of the day this had declined to 2,700 shaxes, which were sold at
the opening on’ May 31 and a 900-share position was accumulated. ~-t the close, of May 31
the specialist
was short 1,000 shares, which was reduced to 300 shares short by the close
on June 1.
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If the specialists
had not participated
as dealers,
I would think that they
should lose the stock. They did deal to a substantial
degree. Yet I ~vould not
consider this an adequate market even though consideration
is given to the conditions
which prevailed
and the absence of practically
any buy orders at any
price.

The specialist ~vho handled the stock for his unit was questioned by
the Exchange about the price movementsof the stock.
Q. Did you give any thought at all to the possibility,
due to the lateness of the
tape, that the prices of this stock were not known to the people generally
~vatching the tape?
A. Briefily,
but that was a condition
prevalent
throughout
the market. I
was aware that the tape was running very late.
Q. Did this [the price movement] strike
you as being unusual,
respect to the other stocks?
A. Yes ; but that day struck me as being very unusual. * * *

even with

Finally, the specialist was asked a general question about the price
action of the stock ~nd his activities :
Q. * * * Here we have a stock that sold down 20½ points in one day, and
on the opening the next day, was right back up. On the surface alone, this certainly does not look like what, in a stable utility
stock, would be considered an
adequate market. Would you care to make any comment?
A. A4equate market is a ra.ther
loose term. The only other thing that
might have been done was to stop trading
on the 29th of May. I felt that a
specialist’s
duty is to. try to maintain an adequate and orderly market; if not
too great a variation
between sales. And I felt we were doing just that, as we
bought practically
every share that sold do~vn. Looking back on the situation,
it is always easy to see what might have been done. This is a question of opinio.n,
as I stated before. My thought was to keep the market going in as orderly a
fashion as possible, considering the day and the times involved.

As a result of the investigation the specialists in the unit were
called before the chairman. They were told that the price gyrations
in the stock had been unfortunate and that had this not occurred
during a general market break their performance would have been
"completely inadequate."
The floor department memorandum Mso
states :
[The chairman] mentioned that they have been of the opinion that they had
mainecained an orderly market by seeing tha.t the size of the variations
between
sales was one-half of a point and then one point. Nevertheless,
he informed them
that they had sho.wn poor judgment. They ~vere told that they should have
taken a broader view of the situation,
especially
after the stock declined 10
points [on May 29] and called a governor into the crowd so that trading could
have been halted unttl the situation
clarified.
This might have resulted in a
better
market. In any event, they should not have widened the size of the
variation to one point in a utility stock of this caliber prior to discussing it with
a governor of the Exchange. * * * The chairman stated that [the specialist]
assured him that such a situation
would never arise again, and that he told them
that in view of the fact that they had dealt to such an extensive degree in the
stock, no further action would be taken.

It should be noted that the specialists were not told that they should
have bought more stock at higher prices but rather that they should
h~ve had trading haltedY ~s Neither the floor governors nor the
speck/lists considered whether the specialists’ activity had been stabilizing-the specialists merely offering the defense that there had been
re’ason~ble price continuity which they seemed to equate with an
~s The statement that in view of the specialist unit’s "extensive" dealings no further
action wouldbe taken is in line with the policy mentionedin sec. 6.c, above, that a heavy
participation rate is usually consideredexculpatory.
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orderly market. The fact that the tick test showed100-percent stabilization was not discussed--probably because its inadequacy as a mensurementof stabilization is apparent in this case.
No one would suggeSt that the specialist had a.duty, or that it would
have been proper for him, to "peg" the price by buying all the offered
stock at the opening price. On the other hand, it will be recalled that
the Exchange has pointed to the specialist system as necessary to prevent unreasonable and excessive fluctuations which inter alia destroy
the value of securities as collateral. "-,79 The technical price continuity
provided by the specialist in this stock did not meet this criterion.
Had the specialist even doubled the size of his bids from 100 to 200
shares the decline would probably have been substantially less than it
was: The specialist,
by giving reasonable size (under the circumstances) to his bid or offer at a particular level, adds depth as well as
continuity to the market. Although the effect here would have been
to reduce the price movementof the stock, this would not have been
the purpose of the specialist’s transactions. The purpose would have
been to give the stock adequate volume at eac.h price level. Markets
without depth detract from the worth of quotations and previous sales
as indications of value. This does not mean that stocks selling at
high prices should only movein the smallest fractions permitted; it
does meanthat in addition to reasonable price continuity the specialist
should provide reasonable depth.
In fact~ in specific cases the Exchange has occasionally criticized
specialists for failure to~ give
"
mark ets depth.’.2soYet none of the routine tests are used in such a way as to isolate this factor. Although
the complex factors involved cannot be reduced to a mechanical formula, if the tests focused on the extent to which specialist trading
prevented prices from reaching new levels, in light of the quantity and
the purchase or sale predominanceof public activity, there could be a
clearer indication of specialist performance. The Exchange’s present
measurements focus only on price continuity and on the specialist’s
participation without attempting to combine the two, so that no judgment can be made as to whether a market is satisfactory as a result
of the specialist’s trading activities or whether such activities are
"reasonably necessary." In effect, the Exchange may be measuring the
public market. And as was pointed out above, the best way that
specialist performance can ,be measured significantly is by the specialist’s trading pattern in, and impact upon, a specific stock on a
specific day.
There is no doubt that by providing depth in both good markets and
bad, the specialist is more likely to accumulate a~a inventory and thus
increas..e his risk.. However:thebusiness of the specixlist is not an unrewarding one. A responsibility to provide continuity with depth is
tho reasonable concomitant to the many privileges speci~ists enjoy.
In positioning himself for anticipated price movementsthe specialist
may trade to accumulate inventory, which would increase his dealer
profits beyond the "jobber’s turn" if his ma.rket judgment is correct. TM
:~
above.that this concept only appears by implication
:so See
It sec.
is 6.a,
puzzling
in the Columbus &
Southern file.
~ It may be noted again that the specialist,
with his exclusive knowledge with respect
to h.is stocks, is in a better position to make an informed Judgment than anyone else. As
one specialist testified :
"’I sensed a general rise in the market, as you do. You can tell after,you
have been
there 40 years. Why you can tell whether the market is going up or down.
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One specialist testified that~ as a result of his judgment of market
conditions~ he tries to adjust his inventory :
A. * * * If the market is going up, you try ,to be on the long side.-If
the
market is going down you try to be on the short side.
Q. This from the standpoint
of whether [specialists]
are going to be able to
make money in ~their dealer transactions?
A. [finis is right.

Both the accumulation and liquidation of inventories in anticipation
~82
of price movementspermit the specialist to trade with the trend.
Thus~ in a rising’ market the specialist may occasionally tend to purchase moderately on balance--and is permitted by the Saperstein
terpretation to do so---in anticipation of being a seller as the price
continues to increase. Conversely~ anticipating a decrease in price,
the specialist may tend to becomea seller on balance and take a short
position in anticipation of being a purchaser during the decline. In
either case, at the completion of the process, the specialist is in a position to act in some degree as a stabilizing force; at this point a degree
of depth in his market maylogically and fairly be expected.
The connection between specialists’ positioning themselves and adding depth to the market is not a new one. In his 19¢1 book, Vernon
stated that the possibility existed :
¯ * * that in crucial
periods
the specialist
foresakes
* * * trading
"with the
tren’d"
and offers
much needed support,
or otherwise
acts to stem a sharp unwarranted
rise or decline
in stock prices.
Perhaps
such exceptional
behavior,
if it exist[s],
would be of sufficien’t
weight to offset
* * * [a] tendency
to
~
exaggerate
stock price
movements.

It must also be remembered that the specialist is not purely dependent upon his trading acumen for his income. Not only does the
book serve on occasion as an outlet for excessive inventory, but the
"s~
brokerage function serves as a relatively riskless source of income.
Although the arguments against the separation of th~ brokerage and
dealer functions have been stated in various ways, the commontheme
has been that the functions are interdependent--an interdependence
that reenforces the view that the specialist as a market maker has
responsibility to provide markets with reasonable depth. If the conflier of interest between the two functions is to be tolerated the duty
to ~he customer must include the obligation to maintain markets which
are fair and reasonable: This is the only basis on which an agent who
intimately affects the market in which his principal deals can and
should be permitted to occupy a position technically adverse to his
principal. Since access to the floor confers substantial trading advantages, even without the special knowledgeavailable to the specialist, the privileges enjoyed by the specialist are compatfble with the
ese See sec. 6.b, above, where the specialist
purchased all of the offered stock in American
Natural Gas, contributing to an immediate increase in price ; see also the cases cited there
where the Exchange seems to have evolved a rule of thumb limiting such transactions
to
50 percent of the offered stock so as to ameliorate the effect of such transactions.
The one-third of the stocks in the study (discussed
in sec. 6.e(3),
above), which
balances with the trend as well as a high number of destabilizing
transactions,
may represent extreme manifestations of these practices.
~s~ Vernon, "Regulation of Stock Exchange Members," pp. 93-94.
:s~ At the time of the Segregation
Study it was argued that the brokerage function
entailed enormous contingent liabilities.
As a practical matter the only possible liability
is "missing the market," and many specialists
testified
that this very rarely happened to
them because of their central location in the marketplace. The only specialist
who testified
that he missed markets with some frequency stated that this happened because he often
attempted to better a cusomer’s limit and in doing so, would miss the market if his judgment
erred.
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statutory scheme only if~ his du.ties to the public investor are not
terminable at will but eo~.tinue reasonably thro.ugh good markets and
ba.d, through profitable and unprofitable periods. In finding the ball, nee between profit and responsibility, the regulatory processes must
evolve ~ more sophisticated~pproac’h’~o the e~amina.tion of specialist
trading, its market effects, and the profita’bility of the business.
h. Specialists and bloc]c transactions
The role of institutional
invegtors on the NewYork Stock Exchange
has increased substantially over the last 10 to 15 yearsYs~ The needs
of these investors are sometimes different from those of the smaller
investors because institutional transactions are more likely to involve
a large number of shares. Blocks o.f shares are often too large to be
readily and promptly absorbed or supplied through the routine procedures of the auction market, but not necessarily so large as to require
the use of any special distribution or acquisition planYs~ Th~ specialist, stationed in the center of the auction market, has an important role
in the handling of blocks both as broker and as dealer.
There are substantial differences amongspecialists as to their dealer
activities with respect to block transactions. I)ifferenees in capital
ability and ~villingness to assume risks are reflected by the fact that
some specialists will frequently make bids for 10,000 shares, whereas
other specialists will limit their purchases to 5,000 or 6,000 shares and
will not normally buy more. One specialist
felt that his function
is not to buy blocks but to stay in a liquid position in order to provide
market continuity. Specialists who have achieved a reputation for
dealing in blocks may be contacted directly by, and trade directly
with, investors ~vho desire to deal in large bk;eks. ~ Other specialists,
as a matter of philosophy, refuse to deal directly with such investors
and insist that all orders go through the office of a regular commission
firm. The differences of ability and willingness of specialists to deal
in blocks has been noticed by institutional
investors, one of which
stated in answer to questionnaire IN-4 that the over-the-counter market in listed securities ~s~ was used when the Exchange market was
"thin or unorderly * * * in a particular stock." Another stated that
over-the-counter dealers often had NYSE-listed securities available
"at lower net prices and in greater volume." A third responded as
follows :
¯ * * The greatest
single
problem for an institution,
in my opinion,
is the
thinnest
of the market for most stocks
and the enclosed
forms indicate
the tremendous amount of paperwork
and expense
involved
in acquiring
a block of
stock on the stock exchange where we must buy a few hundred shares
at a time.
In an effort to avoid this we often trade blocks over-the-counter.

Finally, one institutional investor wrote :
From time to time we have felt
that some of the specialists
on the New York
Stock Exchange were not active
enough in their
assigned
stocks.
We wonder if
~ For a discussion of institutional
participation
and block transactions, see oh. VIII.C.
Over 60 percent of the specia,lists
noted in questionnaire
EX-1 that over the last 5
years the number of blocks has increased.
~s~ These special plans are discussed in chapters IV.D and VIII.C.
Of course, the number of shares constituting
a "block" varies for different stocks, different specialists,
and the state of the market ; e.g., for some stocks 1,000 will be considered
a large block while for others 5,000 or 10,000 will not be thought too large to handle
ordinarily.
¯ s~ One former chairman stated that he deliberately
seeks to be known, as a specialist
who deals, in blocks because this "brings us business."
~ss See pt. D of ch. VIII for a discussion of this market.
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the standards, which have been established by the board of governors of the stock
exchange for judging whether or not a specialist
is adequately fulfilling
his
responsibilities
are sufficient.

Twoexperienced specialists testified that the basic problem in connection with blocks is to get the specialist to make a bid at no more
than a reasonable discount from the last sale. Underlying this is the
fact that a specialist purchasing a block faces the same economic problem as that present in dealing in an inactive stock, i.e., it maybe some
time before sufficient matching counter orders arrive, and until that
time the specialist is left with an inventory at the risk of the market
and with his capital tied up.
Aside from willingness to deal, the capital ability of a specialist is
of obvious importance. The best capitalized specialists are knownfor
their ability to makesubstantial bids. The three units ‘with the largest
aggregate long and short position at June 16, 1961, had 27.0 percent
of all specialist positions. These units represented 31.8 percent of
total specialist capital used in carrying positions (du~’ing 1960), and
had capital per assigmed commonstock ranging from $130,000 to $550,
000. In contrast, the average capital per commonstock for all units
was $60,000.
Thinly capitalized s ecialists who want to bid for a block but are
close to the 25 percent maintenance reqmrement must get permission
from their clearing agent to go below this level. One clearing agent
testified :
* * * Occasionally a specialist
will be asked to make a bid on a block of stock
in which he is registered as a specialist.
He knows if he does it is going to bring
him below the 25 percent.
He might come by and say to me, "Is it all right if
I bid for [a] block of stock and if I buy it will bring me below the 25 percent."
I will figure up what money is and the answer is generally
"Yes." Because he
is not an investor, he is going to peddle it.

In 1953 an Exchange-appointed committee studying "Broadening
the Auction Market on the New York Stock Exchange" recommended_
an increase in specialists’ capital requirements. However, no action
was taken then, and when the matter was studied 2 years later the
proposal was not repeated; this latter study is discussed below.
Various techniques involving the participation of specialists have
evolved for the handling of blocks. Specialists
may purchase the
block as principal, either within the market or off-board under the
provisions of rule 107 (a), permitting purchases of blocks by specialists
off the Exchange.~ss The block is often purchased ~t a discount from
the last sale. The discount serves as a limited hedge against market
~°
drift and is fanctionally similar to a wide spread in inactive stocksY
The amount of the discount will depend in part on the activity of the
stock and the inventory position of the specialist. A realistic discount from the seller’s viewpoin.t may not adequately protect the specialist from market risks. Confirmation of this is found in the experience of specialists, one of whomtestified that where the book was thin
a moderate discount was not sufficient since "* * * I kind of felt I
would have a poor opportunity of disposing of my stock in the open
market."
zso There is a parallel sale rule, ruIe 107(b).
~°There is tt c~untervailing factor not preser~t in inactive stocks. ,When the ticker
tape reflects the cleanup of a block, a flurry, of buying activity is often stimulated, at
which time the specialist su.pplies stock to the market and thereby liquidates his block and
keeps the market orderly.
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An examination was made of specialists’
activities in purchasing
blocks within the Exchange market and under rule 107(a). All specialist purchases within the market of 2,.000 shares and over, during the
3-week study, were analyzed to determine the size of blocks that specialists were willing to buy, the discount at which they purchased, and
the prices at which ,the specialist liquidated the block. Of the 1,128
transactions of 2,000 shares or over that appeared on the ticker tape,
!specialists
were the purchasers in 277 instances, or 24.6 percent
of these transactions. ~91 More.than 40 percent o~ the blocks that specialists bought were over 3,000 shares, 16 percent ~ ere over 5,000 shares,
and 4 percent (12 blocks) involved 10,000 shares or more (tables
VI-40 to 42).
The study indicated that specialists
purchased 185 blocks within
the market at no chan.ge from the previous sale, 44 at a discount of ~,
31 at 1~, and 36 at prices above the previous sale. 29~ The differences
between the price and the previous sale price could not be determined
in 14 cases.
A weighted average price of successive long sales by the specialists
up to the amount of the block purchase was calculated in 139 of the
block situations. The following is a distribution of the profit per
share amongthe 139 :
TABLE VI-j.--Distribution

of profit per share of specialists’
shares and over

Profit per share :
Loss___
0 to $0.24
$0.25 to $0.49
$0.50 to $0.74
$0.75 to $0.99
$1.00 and over .....................................................
Total .............................................................

purchases of 2,000
Number
el cases
28
29
32
26
15
9
139

This indicates that whenspecialists purchased blocks they usually did
so without disturbance to the market and in most cases without an
unreasonable profit in the liquidation of the block.
Under rule 107 (a), the specialist is permitted to buy a block offboard at a discount, with nothing appearing on the tape. He may
makesuch a purchase with the approval o.f a floor governor, if in the
judgment of the governor "the regular market on the floor of the
Exch.~nge cannot, within a reasonable time and at a reasonable price
or prmes, absorb or supply the particular block of stock, and that the
purchase or sale will aid the specialist in maintaining u fair and orderly m~rket." ~9~ The specialist need not fill the bids on his book
between the current bid on the floor and the price at which he bought.
For example, if the last sale price was at 30 and the specialist held bids
ou his book at that price and at prices downthrough 29, ~nd he bought
the block at 28V./s, he would not have to fill the orders of these
customers.
~9~ The information for this study was obtained from two different sources. The number
of specialist purchases camefrom reI)orts that specialists filed with ques,tionnaire EX-1
the number of blocks printed on the ticker tape came from the Fitch Sheets. No attempt
was made to match sl)ecialist
purchases with transactions appearing in the Fitch Sheets.
~ This study cannot be deemed to be conclusive since a few transactions
preceding
the purchase may have represented smaller portions of the block being executed at
decliningprices.
~a NYSEGuide, par. No. 2107.10.
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There have been only 76 purchases under rule 107 (a) in the 10½
years of its existence, or an average of about 8 per year (table VI-43).
In the case of inactive issues, the additional spread received by the
specialist apparently is not enoughof a hedge, if it is to result in a realistic price to the seller, to induce specialists to make such purchases
frequently. A former chairman .testified that the plan has not been a
Success.

The averagesize of blockspurchased
underthe rule was 10,200
shares,
w.hile
theaverage
sizeof blocks
over2~000shares
purchased
by
specialists
withinthe marketin the 3-weekstudywas 3~800shares.
The two studies
werealsocompared
for timeof distribution.
During
the3-weekstudy,one-hail
of theblocksover9~,000shares
weredistributed
withinthe next5 trading
days;one-third
of the purchases
undertheblockpurchase
planweredistributed
in a similar
period.
The discounts at which the blocks were purchased under the rule
from 1953 to 1962, were:¼to 1/2 in 27 cases~ %to 7/s in 20 cases, 1 to
1% in 17 cases, and 11/~ and over in 12 cases. These discounts appear
to be greater than those for block purchases in the regular auction
market, described above.
A weighted average price of successive long sales by the specialist
up to the amountof the b].ock purchase was calculated in 75 of the rule
107(a) purchases. The following is a distribution of the profit per
share amongthese 75 cases :
TABLE¥I-k.--Distribution

o~ profit per share ol ~ specia[isis’
purchases uncler NYSE rule 107 (a)

off-boarg

block

l~umber
Profit per share:
o! cases
Loss ...............................................................
7
0 to $0.24
6
$0.25 to $0.49
13
$0.50 to $0.74 ..........
8
$0.75 to $0.99
9
$1.00 and over
32
Total

75

Thus, the profits under the specialist block purchase plan on the
whole seem substantially
larger than those on blocks takem in the
regular auction market.
Whenspecialists are unwilling to commit too muchof their capital
to a purchase they will often ask floor traders to help them. However,
some specialists
have expressed various reasons against calling on
floor traders. One statedthat he believed that floor traders add unwarranted activity, another preferred not to share any potential profits, while still others are guided by the wishes of the broker
~9~
involved.
Aside from purchasing blocks, either alone or as a part of a group,
a specialist mayact as "finder," bringing together the buyer and seller.
The specialist’s central position in the market place provides him with
considerable knowledgeof the brokerage firms which represent consistent buying or s~lling interest in the issue, which may be the issu~’s
underwriter. Whenspecialists act successfully as "finders," they aro
often given part of the floor brokerage when the transaction is effected. Both the buying broker and the selling broker let the spe:~ See pt. F of this chapter for a discussion of the trading patterns of floor traders.
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ciMist "write out" portions of the order, depending upon how useful
29~
to each his services were in makingthe trade.
In addition to the techniques just described, 2’~ special distribution
plans not involving the specialist are available. Since these distributions are permitted only on the assumption that the regular auction
market is unable to ’absorb the block, their number is in part determined by the ~villingness of the specialist unit to bid, either alone or
as part of a group, for a block. One specialist, whose unit is known
for i~ts willingness to buy substantial blocks, testified that there are
fewer special distributions in his specialty stocks because his Junit
makes substantial bids.
Certain of the techniques employed in the execution of blocks may
involve fiduciary problems. When a block is purchased by a specialist in the regular auction market at a discount, the buy limit orders
on his book are usually filled at their limits and the specialist buys
whv~tever amount he is prepared to take at a lower price. 29~ For example, a specialist may be asked to make a bid for 5,000 shares in a
stock when the last sale was 35 and the book contains the following
orders to buy: 34~, 500 shares; 34~, 1,000 shares. The specialist
might inform the seller that he could sell 500 at 343/~ ; 1,000 at 34~&;
and 3,500 at 34, the bid at 34 being the specialist’s own, as principal.
This is a normal method of operation in "cleaning up" blocks, but
it would seem to involve a compromise of the specialist’s
fiduciary
relationship with the buyers on his book, in that he has purchased
stock for himself at a lower price than he obtained for his principal.
This appeared to be recognized by one specialist who testified:
* * * [Ilf
I know that there is a large order coming in and I am bidding for
my own account
at one price,
I attempt to get it for everybody
on my book at
the same price.

Under the specialist block purchase plan the fiduciary problem is
magnified, since the specialist may purchase the stock for his own
account at a better price than a customer’s limit and yet not fill the
customer’s order at all. One specialist testified that he did not like
to make block purchases under the plan because of this conflict of
~s
interest.
In 1955, as part of the Exchange-appointed Vilas Committee study
of the operations of the Exelmnge, block transactions were given considerable a.ttention.
A subcommittee, whose report w~s in substance
adopted by the full committee, concluded that the regular auction market~ as supplemented by the special distribution plans, was wholly
adequate to handle blocks. Its only recommendation, later adopted,
was for the undertaking of an educational program to inform institutional investors of the methods available to dispose of or to acquire
s~
bloeksY
~ The "finding" function is considered a brokerage service so that the split of floor
brokerage is not treate4 as prohibited by art. XV of the Exchange constitution.
The use
of specialists
as finders has appa~en~tly ~eveloped within the past 2,0 yea~s.
~ Another brokerage technique, which was utilized until Octobe~ 1961, was for the .specialist
to accept a discretionary
order for the purchase or sale of a block. The problems
with this form ~f order, kn.own as a "not held" order, are discusse4 in sec. 7.b, below.
m~ In other cases, the specialist
may mingle his bids with those on the book at successively lower prices.
em The Commission expressly approved the provisions of rule 107 (a).
m~ See Exchange pamphlets,
"Now About the Specialist,"
pp. 9-10, and "Marketing
Methods." The committee did not recommend an increase in specialist
capital requirements
though, as mentioned earlier~
another Exchange committee had done so (unsuccessfully)
2 years before,
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In its findings, the subcommittee recognized the specialist’s importancein handling,blocks.,
. At
.°ne pointit stated that the speclahst"
could satisfactorily orgamzehis own capital and the capital of others
to make a volume market when necessary," but no discussion or recommendation was directed to the underlying problem of the inability or
unwillingness of some specialists to make substantial bids~ a problem
which seemingly existed then but perhaps more clearly exists today.
An increase m specialist financial requirements generally might well
prove helpful in dealing with the problem o~ the block transaction,
but only if coupled with moreaffirmative definition of specialist obligations and surveillance adequate to assure that reluctant specialists
would use their capital to an appropriate degree. However, even this
will not wholly solve the problem in cases where the risks are too
great for one unit to bear alone. At some point it becomes unreasonable to expect specialists to take certain very large blocks even in
active stocks or ever~ more modest-sized blocks in less ~ctive stocks.
The key here may be found in the testimony of a prominent former
chairman. He stated that an argument used to persuade institutional
investors to give their business to the Exchange rather than to competing markets is that the Exchange undertakes to make markets in
some 1~400stocks~ manyof which are difficult to handle~ while the competing over-the-counter dealers can restrict themselves to "easy" dealer
stocks. In fact~ however, the total floor resources of the Exchangeare
not utilized to service p,ar~icul,ar .stocks~ and specialist units by themselves are often financially unable to allocate a sufficient portion of
their capital to engage in a l~rge tr~nsaction in one of their stocks.
To be better able to cope with the problems of blocks the Exchange
should increase the specialist capital requirement and explore the possibilities of a capital fu~~d~ from which specialists could borrow to
enable them to handle blocks beyond their economic capacity or which
mayalso be used to partially insure specialists against possible losses
whe~ they purchase a block of stock. The adoption o~ such a plan
may ~n fact, give substance to the Exchange’s representation that the
resources of its membersare available for its entire list o~ stocks.
i. Long-term investment accounts
Specialists’
dealings may be motivated by considerations of tax
planning rather than by the needs of the market. In the Amexreport, certain observations were made with respects to the practice of
some specialists on that exchange of segregating securities in which
they were registered as specialists in long-term investment accounts:
The primary motive behind the creation of these accounts is to turn profits
which would otherwise
be taxed as ordinary
income into long-term
capital
gains. Section 1236 of the Internal Revenue Code is the key provision.
It provides that a gain by a dealer in securities
fram the sale of a security shall not
be considered as a capital gain unless: (a) the security was identified
within
30 days of the acquisition
as a security
held for investment;
and (b) "the
security was not, at any time after the expiration
of such thirtieth
day, held
by such dealer primarily for sale to custo~ners in the ordinary course of his
trade or business."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

However, purchases
made on the Exchange for the purpose of segregation
into long-term investment
accounts raise problems which go to the heart of
the specialist
system. The specialist
is per~nitted to trade for his own account
only when such trades affirmatively
contribute
to the maintenance of a fair
and orderly
market. * * * Where the specialist
goes into the market with
the intention
of segregating the securities
purchased and not with the purpose
96--746~63--pt.
2--10
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of creating a fair and orderly ~narket, the trading is clearly contrary to the
statutory
and regulatory
standards.
Beyond this,
the specialist
with a longterm position now has a stake in seeing that the security rises in price--he has
become an "investor" as well as a dealer.
A further
problem arises when the specialist
who maintains
such long-term
accounts is required to sell stock to maintain a fair and orderly market and
he has no stock in his specialist
trading account. * * * [If] the 6-month period of the tax statute
is almost over, the specialist
may well be tempted to
~
keep his stock in the long-term account and neglect the needs of the market.

That this practice and attendant problems also relate to the NYSE
is indicated by the fact that as of June 16~ 1961, whentotal specialist
inventory was 3,229,556 shares, 890,733 shares or 28 percent of the
total inventory were segr.egated into long-term investment accounts.
In response to an inquiry by the Special Study, the NYSEstated
its position on long-term investment accounts as follows :
The Exchange also believes that it is perfectly proper for a specialist
unit to
carry stock in a Long-Term Investment Account. This is based on the following
considerations :
1. The specialist
acquires
the position
through transactions
made to
maintain a fair and orderly market ;
2. The stock in the Long-Term Investment Account of the specialist
unit
must be made available
to the market if necessary,
or the specialist
must
sell short in an amount at least equal to the amount in the investment
account ;
3. The specialist
does not cause price trends since these are the results
of public supply and demand ; and
4. The Exchange policies its specialists
to see that fair and orderly ~narkets are maintained by them.

The Exchange’s position raises questions o~ consistency with the
Saperstein Interpretation,
Exchange rules, and the Internal Revenue
Code. The Saperstein Interpretation
was made flexible expressly
because the myriad of trading situations in which specialists found
themselves were not though amenable to a rigid regulatory structure, and the Exchange has always taken the position that justification of specialist trading often turned on questions ~of jud~o~mentand
degree. In view of this regulatory background, the points numbered
1, 3, and 4 in the NYSEstatement seem some~vhat disingenuous.
Since specialist trading is and to a considerable degree must remain
a matter of judgment, it begs the question to say that the investment
position is acquired "through transactions made to maintain a fair
and orderly market." Although many specialists testified that these
positions were acquired through such transactions,
two specialists
whose long-term investment positions accounted for 22 percent of
the total would only state that these positions were "usually acquired"
in the ordinary, course of business.
The NYSE’spoint 2 is of a somewhat different character from the
others. Its rationale is that the segregation of inventory into longterm investment accounts ha~s no effect on the specialist’s market-making abilities since the stock must be made available to the market if
necessary, or the specialist must be prepared to sell short against the
long-term account. The question inevitably arises whethe~ the first
part of the argument is consistent with one of the requirements of
section 1236 of the Internal Revenue Code, that the security not be
held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business : it is difficult to see howsecurities can be held both for investment
~0~Amexreport, pp. 34--35.
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and for servicing the market at one and the same time. The other
point, that the specialist must be prepared alternatively to sell short
in an amount equal to the investment account, is equally unsatisfactory. It may sometimes be necessary for a specialist to sell out his
position and go sho~%,to some reasonable extent, to service the market,
but to preserve the long-term investment position the specialist is
required to cover such a short, position within 20 days, 3°1 whether or
not the needs of the market indicate that he should cover. Again it
would require means of surveillance more subtle than any which have
been developed to probe the motivation of a specialist
in such a
situation.
The Saperstein Interpretation
which permits positioning (even
though temporary destabilizing transactions may occasionally result)
presumably did not contemplate that specialists would be permitted to
acquire and retain positions for long-term gains where there would
be a tendency to further destabilize the market. Exactly this might
happen if a specialist withheld his position in a time of rising prices
in hope of a further increase.
There is another point with respect to these long-term accounts not.
mentioned in the AmexReport. In 1940, at the time of the NYSE’s
unsuccessful attempt, and again in 1949 in its successful endeavor, to
have specialists
exempted from the margin requirements of regula3°2
tions T and U,
the Exeh’anges strongly argued that the needs of the
market made such an exemption a proper and ~vise one. In 1940 it
argued that the exemptio~ was necessary because declining markets
could tie up "all or a substantial part of the capital available to many
specialists."
In 1949 it was urged by specialists that an exemption
from regulations
T and U would make available "such financing
[that] would permit specialists to deal in their stock more t~requently,
enabling them to narrow the spread between bids and offers, and
generally to improve the liquidity and continuity of the market." If,
as the Exchange asserts, most specialists have acquired the positions
carried in long-term investment accounts through the normal course
of their business, they are utilizing credit made available by their
exemption from current Federal Reserve Board requirements, not to
maintain continuity and liquidity but to realize an investor’s gain.
This also raises a question of fairness. In 194:9, the Director of the
Trading and Exchanges Division opposed the proposed exemption on
the ground that specialists
"should not be given an advantage over
membersof the public generally"; i.e., an ability to speculate with
less equity than the public.
Thus it seems clear that the segregation of specialty securities into
long-term investment accounts is subject to strong possibilities
of
abuse without any corresponding public benefit or means of effective
regulation, and in addition represents an unfair use of the specialist
exemption from margin requirements. On both grounds the practice
°a
should be prohibited?
~mInternal Revenue Code of 1954, see. 12~3 (e) (4).
~02 See sec. 4.c, above.
~0~ Another area where the specialist
dealer activities
are biased by tax considerations is
the method of costing their inventory. When specialists
use the "last in, first out" method
(LIFO) of inventory valuation it is to their benefit to have the same number of shares
inventory at the end of the year as they had at the beginning of the year. Specialists testified that they would purchase stock near the end of the year to be sure that they had the
proper inventory position to get the tax benefit. Such purchasing would seem to be clearly
inconsistent with a standard of affirmative market necessity for each specialist
transaction.
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j. The specialist and a free m.arlcet
An Exchange official testified that "prices on the stock exchange
over my years of experience are dependent upon supply and demand
that comes into the market." There can be no doubt that this statement reflects the ideal of a free and open market, b~lt it may not adequate!y recognize that the specialist himself has a significant impact
on prices, perhaps even beyond that caused by his trading as principal.
It is important to identify and analyze the area of impact, whether
and to whatever extent it is considered beneficial or detrimental.
Even in providing price continuity, specialists’ trading affects the
balance that would otherwise result from the free play of public su.~ply and demand. But the impact of specialists’
activities
on the
market goes beyond this. To an extent not generally realized, the
market on the NYSEis a "dealer’s market" in which the specialist can
at various times set and control the prices o.f a security.
This is particularly true in inactive stocks with thin books and few
public orders. In these, the specialist acts as dealer in most transactions (app. VI-A, table 12 and chart 12) and thereby sets the prices
at which buyers and sellers trade. A specific example of this was observed by a member of the Commission staff on the floor of the Exchange. The specialist in an inactive stock had an order on his book
to sell 200 shares at 841~. The last sale of the stock had bee, n ~t 84.
~°~
A broker left the specialist a market order to buy 2,000 shares,
and the specialist
thus became the buyer’s agent. The specialist
decided to execute 1,000 shares of the market order by selling that
amount for his own account at 84; he then executed 200 shares against
the limit order at 841/2. Next the specialist decided to sell another
800 shares for his own account at 85, setting the price that
the buyer paid. When the commission firm.’s
broker returned
to confirm the tr,~nsaction,
he brought with him an order to
sell 1,000 shares of the same stock at the market. In this instance the
specialist pl~rchased the stock at 84~/~ for his own acconnt, a half
point beneath the last sale. Although the broker involved had the
right (and duty) to negotiate a price at arm’s length, the inactivity
of the stock and the size of the order gave the specialist broad discretion to set the prices at which these orders would5e executed.
Another example of the specialist’s control over the market is disclosed in a floor department file. In this case the specialist, when
questioned by a governor and member of the floor department as to
whyhe sold a particular stock at a tel’rain pri(.e, testified as follows:
Q.
A.
q.
A.
sold
just
price

You supplied 600 [shares]
at
That is right.
If you hadn’t done thatIt could have sold at any
100 at 43, 100 at 43¼, 100 at
done anything
I wanted to. I
for the buyers.

43.

price.
I me~n, had I wanted to, I could have
431/~, 100 at 43a/i,
100 at 43%, and so on ; and
just didn’t.
I figured
43 was a very equitable

The specialist often holds orders o~ both sides of the market which
are capable of immediate execution. "~°~ A complex hypothetical situaao~ The specialist told the broker that the book was thin and that the brol:er sho~fld try to
get limits put on the order, ttowever, the customer did not want to limit the order but
wanted the stock to be bought immediately.
ass See sec. 7.a, below.
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tion of this nature was described by one specialist. This involved
limit order on the book to buy at 104, in addition to which the specialist held both a "not held" order 30~ to buy and an order to sell
shares at the market which was "stopped" ~0~ against the bid on the
book and then offered by the specialist at 105. In this case the specialist was on both sides of the market as agent holding orders which~
by their terms, were capable of immediate execution. When questioned as to howa price would be decided~ the specialist stated"
Right
here,
we come
do you mean by "fair"
?

back~

that

word

"fair

and

equitable

market."

Now we have to define
"fair"
as to both people.
We just can’t
pick
man and say we are going to be fair to you an, d cruc~y eve~b~y else.

What

out

one

This answer indicates that the speciallst in such a situation uses h~s
jud~ent to set a fair price for all concerned~ conside~ng supply
and demand among other factors. However~ the prices set are not
reached in an arm’s-length transaction but by a single individual acting for all parties~including himself.
The control that specialists have on prices is nowhere better illustrated than at openings. Although it is impossible to isolate one aspect of the specialist’s activities as the most imp,ortant~ ~ny ranking
would have to place the ~rr~nged opening high on the list. Particularly crucial ure openings on d~ys of great activity and price movements~ both in p~rticular issues and the market ~s ~ whole. Not only
do other specialists look to the openings o~ ]ndust~T group and market
leaders in opening their own stocks ~os but so does the inviting public.
Those specialists who are registered in m~rket leaders o~ten try to
open such stock promptly2 °~ The specialist
in American Telephone
& Telegraph stated he tr~es to open the stock as near 10 ~.m. as
possible* * * we have fo~d that, if word gets around that Telephone can’t open,
it

affects

the general

market.

Both the volume ~nd the specialists’ participation during the opening
hours ~re normally the heaviest o~ the d~y (t~bl~ VI~ to VI-46).
Historically the specialist’s
~unction in urr~n~ng an opening was
no different ~rom that of ~ny other floor memberwho held orders ~or
execution at the opening. E~ch pa~icipant bid and offered according
to his own best judgment. Sometime around 1930~ the present system
o~ arranged openings was put into effect. Most brokers normally give
specialists ~11 the m~rket orders which they receive before the opening~
which specialists
then use to arrange an opeaing price21° However~
th~ floor broker who ~orwards the order to the specialist is permitted
~
to retain floor brokerage2
3o~ See see. 7.b, below.
3o~ See sec. 7.c, below.
~os The specialist
in Xerox tends to follow IBMand. Polaroid, ; the specialist in Bruaswick
checks American Machine & F(~undry. One specialist
who testifie4,
that he did not look
to market leaders in opening his specialty stocks also testified
that he played a passive
role in arranging openings ; see below.
~ The .specialists
in American Can, Welephone, and IBMtestified
to this effect with the
exception that in IBM, tallying of the odd-lot orders may cause a delay.
m0 Although the rules do not require floor brokers to We all orders prior to opening to
specialists, it is the general praetic~ to d.o so.
m~ Such orders are known as "love orders." The rule permitting flo~r brokers to retain
floor brokerage in this situation was pr(~mulgated for the purp,o.se of encouraging brokers
to give all orders before the opening to specialists.
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The present system works to marshall all buying and selling in
the hands of one person who can evaluate the situation and arrive at
a "fair" price. If this process were merely a matter of pairing off
one order against another, openings would be routine and mechanical.
If there were an excess o~ buy orders~ the specialist could resort to the
sell orders on the book and use enough of those orders to make up the
difference; in such a case, under present procedures~ the opening
price would be the price of the last sell order necessary to arrange a
balance of orders on both sides of the market. However~consistent
with the Exchange’s policy of maintaining price continuity~ the
specialist is expected to trade for his own account when necessary to
establish a fair opening price close to the prior day’s last sale.
Specialists have testified that they take many factors into consideration in determining the extent of their own participation in
openings and in arriving at an opening price. Amongsuch factors are :
the previous day’s close; the balance between buy and sell orders, i.e,
supply and demand; the orders on the book which indicate the probable trend of the market; general market conditions; overnight news
affecting the particular issue or the industry group; the opening of
the industry group leaders; and the specialist’s
own position. Some
specialists testified that they consider an opening successful if the
price does not vary materially after the opening~ thus indicating that
they have correctly judged the market. However~ this criterion o~
success can be unreliable since specialists also testified that they are
willing to back their judgment after the opening, by buying or selling
stock to prevent fluctuation from the opening price. As one specialist
testified :
,When I open the stock up, it is because I am willing to buy stock to. support [the
opening price].

There was great diversity in views as to the relative importance of
each of the above factors, although all specialists placed stress on the
previous day’s close and the balance between buy and sell orders.
principally, all specialists agreed that the process is one which depends
heavily on judgment. As one specialist testified :
* * * you’ve got to throw a lot of stuff
answer that is not a set pattern.

into the machine and come up w,ith an

A more dramatic indication
of the fact that openings are not
mechanical is that the specialist may use discretion in establishing
on opening price even though he may have a perfect match between
buy and sell market orders. This means that i~ a specialist holds
200 shares to sell and 200 shares to buy at the market, he does not necessarily open the stock at a price unc~anged from the previous day’s
close although public supply and demandare in balance21~ There seem
to be three reasons which might lead to a changed opening price aside
from an inbalance between buy and sell orders. A ~ew specialists
stated that if the book indicated that the price was going to move
up (or down) after the opening they would try to anticipate such
movement when arriving at an opening price. A few indicated that
the tone of the market as a whole might justify u price change. Others
~ Fourtee~ specialists testified that under various circumstances they might vmry the
opening price from the previous close though they had a perfect balance of buy and sell
orders. Four specialists testified that they would not vary the opening price under such
circumstances.
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indicated that the news involving the particular issuer or the industry
group might justify a change. Of those who stated that they would
not change the opening from the previous close when their orders
were in balance, one stated that his reason was that his stocks were
mainly inactive, and another believed that the specilist’s
role in
establishing an opening should be as passive as possible.
Specialists sometimes will open the stock contrary to the trend
indicated by public demand and supply. One stock opened on May
29, 1962, off 1¼from the previous day’s close, although in this opening
the specialist sold 500 shares, indicating that before the opening the
specialists had more orders to buy than to sell. This normally would
have been reflected in a price increase. In testifying about this kind
of situation, Vanderbeckstated that a specialist would be justified in
opening the price against the balance of supply and demandif he were
anticipating further price movements"and the conditions in the general market and in this stock, and the whole situation affecting that
313
particular stock" madehis actions reasonable.
Another area in which the specialist has the ability to affect prices
involves the "not held" order, 314 which the specialist has the authority
to withhold or to execute when he deems it propitious. If specialists
were to hold a large number of such orders, they would have a reservoir of buying and selling power at their command~15 and could use
such orders to "create" prices. The resulting market might be "fair"
to all, but could not be deemeda completely "free" one.
.Recognition of the specialist’s power over the market is seen in a
letter sent by an Exchangefloor ~broker to the floor department, concerning the October 1961 directive prohibiting specialists from accepting not-held orders.
In the average security,
there is no ready market for an order exceeding 2,000
shares. If I, as the floor partner, feel that the specialis~t is efficient and trustworthy, I would say ’to him, "Unless a goodsized opposite order comes in:to ,the
market, I would like you to go along on sales and protect the order wherever
possible."
Here you might s’ay: "Why don’t you .stand in the crowd ’and do it
yourself?"
The answer is that the specialist
is a human being, and, while he
is willing to be of hel.p, if he has the responsibility,
and possibly the commission,
he will certainly
feel different
toward you and your order, if you tried to play
in his security
in your own way. I think that this human factor~all
it vexation or whatever you want--plays a great part of our daily .trading.
In today’s
trading, I feel the basis for a proper execution is a meeting of the minds between
the representative
of the customer and the specialist.
The rule against "NOT
HELD"orders makes this impossible,
and should be changed.

Although specialists have considerable power over the market, there
are, of course, restraints upon them: whena specialist a6ts as ~broker
and dealer in the same transaction he must cross the stock and ~lso confirm with the customer’s broker. 316 Another safeguard is that specialists must obtain the approval of a floor official before executing a
transaction that takes place one point away from the lust sale whenthe
last sale is less than 20, or at 2 points away from the last sale when
m~ But in an analogous situation Vanderbeckagreed that it wa~ impossible to determine
what would have happenedhad a specialist behaveddtfferen,tly than he actually did ; i.e.,
had a substantially diffe,ren~ price occurred at the opening.
m~See see. 7.b, below.
m~ This would not be the case if brokers held such orders, since then they would not be
concentratedin the hand’sof a single individual.
"~ See see. 7.a, below.
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that was 20 or over. s~z Coupled with this limitation, floor officials
have the power to halt trading if there is a large imbalance of orders
Ol~ one side of the market. Although the Exchange does not tell a
specialist at what prices he should deal, the floor official may suggest
his view as to a fair price or maysuggest tha’t the specialist pa~Licipate to a given extent. On the other hand, although the specialist’s
activities on an opening and at other times are subject to review at a
la~er date and he may be cautioned if his action is inadequate, he
may not be compelled to makeany adjustment in the price..
A dramatic e.x.ample of the importance of the authority to delay
openings and of the specialist’s decision to participate or not participate in an opening occurred on May 29, 1962, in IBM. IBM, one
()f the market leaders in the preceding period, had declined in price
from 454 at the close on April 30 to 398.½ a’t the close on M~y25. On
May28, the stock ~vas off another 37~/~ points and closed at 361. This
~ls
price action caused widespread commentin the financi~vl press.
On May29, IBMopened at 1 :~7 p.m., up 4~/2 points after the gem
eral market had rallied from a substantial decline which followed the
opening. It is impossible to measure what effect IBM’s delayed
()pening had on the market, ~ and obviously just as impossible to determine the probable effects had the stock opened earlier but at a lower
price, but it can hardly be doubted that there would have been overall
marke~ effect. One of the specialists testified about the morning of
Mtty 29 and the condition of the market in IBM:
Q. About how many shares did you have on balance to sell during the worst
part of the morning, before the stock was opened ?
A. Before the opening?
Q. Yes.
A. Including short orders?
Q. Yes, if you remember.
A. I’d say we had 7,000.
Q. About what percentage of orders were represented
by short orders?
A. About 10 percent.
Q. Was there any governor in particular
who supervised ’the opening?
A. Yes, Eddie ’Stern. Because we t.alked about it, how gl, ad we were that we
didn’t open down and then the market rallied
and it would have looked even
worse.

Edwin H. Stern, the governor referred to and an ~ctive floor trader,
also testified with respect to the May29 IBMopening:
A. I remember [the opening in IBM on May 29, 1962] quite clearly.
There
was a tremendous amount of stock for sale. The stock had closed [at 361] * * *
Down 30 points. It might have ’been possi,ble
.to open, I would have had to buy
much more than I wished to ,buy, and I was very afraid of participating,
being
a governor and also ’trading.
Ho~vever, there was a possibility
that we might
open the stock there, so I called in two other governors to get their approval. I
was going terribly
slo.w.* * * I just asked for their approval in case I wanted
to open it down 30 points and received it.
Q. With y(m participating
[as principal in the opening]
A. Yes.
aa~ NYSEGuide, par. No. 2079A.30. In one case a specialist did not receive approval
from a floor official ~vhen he opened a stock selling below 20, more than a point beneath
the last sale. No action was taken against him because the floor department felt that the
price he set was a fair one--although Vanderbeckconceded that it is difficult to determine
what
fair e.g.,
price in
been. p. 47: May 25. 1962. p. 44. As was
s~sa See,
thethis
Newcircumstance
York Times, would
May 2,have
19~,2.
noted in sec. 5.e(4), above, the specialist bought :~,900 shares, sold ~.200 shares, and had
a closing inventory of 200 shares.
m~ But see the testimony of the specialist in Telephone, above, as to the effect of a
delayed opening in that stock.
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Q. What time was this?
A. This was before the market turned up. I would imagine before
I am not sure of the time.
Q. How many shares would you have to buy ?
A. A minimum of 3,000.
Q. Howmany shares was ’the specialists
willing to take?
A. I do not recall.
*

*

*

*

*
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11 o’clock,

*

Q. Would he have taken as much as you ?
A. Less. However, while we were still in the process of working on it, and as
I say I was not anxious to buy that .amount, .the market turned and then we continued to hold up trading as the situation
changed violently.
The s.t~k then
opened at 1:47 an~d it o~ned at 3~. * * *
Q. Did you ~uy stock on that opening?
A. No ; I did not.
Q. Wh.a’t was your position prior to the opening?
A. I was long upproximately
3,~.
Q. Did you spend most of your time ,that morning at the IBM post, or all
morning ?
A. Yes ; I left the crowd a couple of times but I s~n¢ the majority of my time
there.
Q. Was any Exchange [staff]
official
involved in the I~M situa’tion
that
morning ?
A. I believe Mr. Gray [the executive vice president]
came down to ~e if we
needed any help, or if things were under control.
I told him * * * they were.
Q. Did Mr. Gray ask what the
wo~d buy what in the event there
A. I do not believe so; I think
help, if we were swamped and * *
Q. You mean physically ?
A. Yes.

specialist’s
position
in IBM was and who
w~s an opening at that point?
he just wanted to see if we needed additional
*

Q. Did you have authority,
as a governor, to indefinitely,
for the day, postpone an opening and perhaps not open the stock at all? Is that ~vithin your
authority as a floor governor ?
A. Well, even if it was, having a position in the stock, I would not want to
use my authority
in that way. I would say if I felt in a ~ven stock tha~t it
would be harmful to open that stock, I would go to the chairman ~vith the
recommendation and let him decide.
If in b.uying 500 to a 1,0~, 500 or 600 IBM would have allowed the stock to
have opened~I would have purchased it.
Q. Why ?
A. Because if I can be of help by buying a certain amount, I want to be of
help. If the difference
between opening a stock and not o~ning a stock is
560, then I will do it, even if it does not look good.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Q. In vie~v of ~he fact that you have indicated
YOu felt circumscrib~
because of the ~act that you had a position,
and that you might acquire a further
position on an opening, why did you supervise acti~ties at all?
A. It is a good question. I would say mainly b~ause I felt tha~ I was need~.
I had been there trading for a few days, I had spent a good deal of time there
trading, and with everybody so busy I felt that being there I could help. I think
I would have been be~ter advised, possibly to have been some other place.

Thereu~ter the Exchange began an inqui~ into whether the specialists in IBM"properly ~ulfi]led their specialist f~ctions." At the
conclusion o~ the inquiry the specialist, s were called ~fore the chairm~n of the board und were informed that price continuity w~ satisfactory~ but that this was due "in great pa~ to the f~ct that floor
~overaors had been directing the conduct o~ the market." The open~ng on May~9 was not analyzed or madethe subject of comment.
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The events surrounding the opening illustrate several points. First,
the specialist
had wide discretion in determining whether to partieip.ate in the opening and the extent of such participation. Second,
even whena governor supervises the opening, his role seems to be quite
limited. In this connection, a former chairman of the board testified
that it is up to the specialist to tell the governor "where he thinks he
can open * * * [A governor] doesn’t tell [the specialist] because that
would certainly ,be going far beyond any duty or power [the governor]
might have." In the IBM opening, the governor involved was circumscribed by the fact that he had a large position in the stock and
that he intended to participate in the opening if necessary. 32° The
Exchange staff, in the person of the executive vice president, was
seemingly concerned only with the mechanics of handling orders and
not the substantive decisions.
It is evident that, in manycircumstances, specialists have the power
to set and control prices, unilaterally.
The decline of competing
specialists removes the restraining effect that competition might provide and make it imperative that there be adequate surveillance.
The regulatory program, should include measures designed to preserve the arms’-length quality of transactions on the Exchange, and
should spee.ifieally include limitations on the speeiMists’ control over
opening pmees.
7.

CONFLICTS

0F

INTEREST

a. The inherent conflict
As noted above, a specialist holding an order is in a fiduciary relationship with the ultimate customer which entails several obligations.
As an agent, he has a duty to act solely for the benefit of his principal
in all matters within the scope of his agency. If he acts as an agent
for persons with conflicting interests, the law requires that he act
fairly with regard to all parties, and if he acts for his own account
adverse to or in competition with his principal, 321 he must have the
consent of that principal.
The Restatement of the Law of Agency
states on these points :
Merely authorizing
an agent to act in a particular
market does not manifest
to the agent that the principal
assents
to a custom of the market by which
the agent cart properly
buy from or sell to the principal
in disparagement
of
the fiduciary
relation.
If, however, the principal
is adequately
protected as he
is by the current
rules
of most exchanges
the custom may validate
such a pur~
chase or sale by the agent.
An agent
employed
to purchase
unspecified
goods in the open market
can
properly
purchase
goods of the same kind for hknself
or for someone else if
such purchase
does not affect
the price
or prevent
the required
amount from
~
being purchased
for the principal.
~oo No criticism
of the governor is intended. It should be noted that on May 29, a day
which recorded the second largest volume in exchange history, only a floor official (such as
the governor involved here) who was not a specialist
or commission broker would have
time to supervise an opening delayed as long as the opening in IBM.
a~ "Restatement of the Law of Agency (Second)," secs. 389, 387, 393 (1958).
ae~ "Restatement of the Law of Agency (Second)," sec. 389, comment d (1958).
Rules 75 and 91 of the NYSEare designed to regulate the conflicts of interest
in situations where the specialist
(or any other floor member) holds orders on opposite sides
the market for different
customers and wants to match one against the other or to buy
from or sell to a customer for his own account. The rule~ require that a member attempt
to execute the order in the open market at a better price than the one at which he intends
to consummate the transaction.
In a case where the member wants to buy the customer’s
securities
at 50, he must first offer for the customer in the open market at 50~. In such
a case, he must, immediately after the transaction,
notify the broker who forwarded the
order to him and obtain his consent to trade.
The procedures
are generally
known as
"crossing" although the term is more accurately used to describe the situation
where customers’ orders are matched with one another.
a~ "Restatement of the Law of Agency (Second)," sec, 393, comment b (191~8).
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The ordinary daily work of the specialist involves him in manifold inherent conflicts. He represents many customers on opposite
sides of the market. He deals for his own account in competition
with, and often adversely to, his customers. Furthermore, he has
responsibilities
to the market in general, in his capacity as market
maker, to maintain price continuity.
Since this function often
amountsto setting market prices, it is difficult to find a reference point
from which it may be determined whether his contemporaneous dealings with his principals were fair. More than most other kinds of
agents, the specialist affects the market in which his principals deal.
Specialists were asked whether they considered their brokerage obligations to be the same as the obligations of floor brokers whorepresent customers in the crowd; typical answers were "absolutely," "deftnitely," "no question about it," "undoubtedly so." However, particular transactions illustrate that these general answers fail to reach the
complexities of the situations whichthe specialist faces.
The problem of acting for oneself and also as agent for others was
stated succinctly by a former partner of a large memberfirm, to an
official of the Exchange:
Myprincipal point regarding the specialist
is that it is an unhealthy situation
when he is looking down the throat of a buyer or the seller who places an advance
order at a stated price. This is what the situation
amounts to when the specialist can buy at ~/~ over the buy order price on his books or sell at ~/~ less than
a sell order price.
I doubt very much that you would want your orders subject to such treatment
and I am certain that I do not.

Paradoxically it is this very ability to outbid and underoffer his
customer which enables the specialist to assure market continuity.
Moreover, the moreoften a specialist interposes his ownbid or offer the
more often he is likely to be placed in a position where he outbids or
underoffers one of his owncustomers.
One such instance as reflected in the files of the Exchange is
produced below :
THE

FLOOR

DEPARTMENT

MEMORANDUM

[A partner
of a member firm] called
and stated
that he had a complaint
concerning the specialist
in [a stock]. He said that one of his institutional
customers had an order to buy stock at 104. The stock was quoted 104~/~..
The
specialist
bought 300 and 200 shares at 104~/8. When [the firm] checked the
specialist
they were told that he was covering a short position, however, he would
give 200 shares up to [the customer]. [The] customer was extremely dissatisfied
and stated that this was not an isolated incident.
Mr. Vanderbeck was apprised of the above facts. He asked that the situation
be referred to the chairman for action.
I spoke to the chairman and informed him what had occurred.
He spoke to
[the specialist]
and told him that this was not a proper ~vay to do business, that
he should have given the customer at 104 an opportunity
to buy at an eighth
and in any event that in a stock of this price, if he wanted to trade he should have
done it at least at a quarter point above the bid.
[The chairman] said to inform [the member firm] what he had done and that
if they ever had a similar situation in this stock they should inform the staff who
in turn should inform him.

The large bid on the specialis~ book indicated buying support.
Since the specialist was short he decided to cover and outbid his principal by ~ of a point. Technically the specialist
was within his
rights; under auction market rules, he is only prohibited from claiming priori.ty over his own customer at the price of his customer’s
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limit. 324 Here the order xvhich was outbid was a single block and
the customer was sophisticated and aware of the market situation, but
in most situations the orders on the book belong ,to many customers,
most of whomare probably unaware of the specialist’s existence let.
alone of the fact that he is handling their orders. In this case, the
Exchange apparen.tly .took the position that to outbid a customer by
121/~ cents was improper but suggested that 25 cents would be a proper
figure.
While this case illustrates that specialists compete with their customers, in other si.tuations the specialist can moredirectly take advantage of his position as market maker to the detriment of his customers. In one such situation, the specialist, to protect his own interest as dealer, deliberately can affect the prices that public orders
receive.
One incident from the floor department files shows that a specialist
opened a stock 9 percent below the previous close so that he could
eliminate a possible difficult situation. Before the opening .of Erie
Railroad on March 9, 1960, the specialist had public market orders
to buy totaling 1,100 shares and public market orders to sell also totaling 1,100 shares; the stock had closed the night before at 95/s. Although this exact "pair off" indicated that the public demand and
supply were in balance, the specialist opened the stock at 83~, down
7./8.32"~ On the specialist’s book was a stop order to sell at 8a/~ for
1,200 shares, which was executed when the stock opened at that price
and was purch~ed by the specialist.
The specialist
subsequently
stated that there was also a limit order to sell, xvhich had already
been reduced in price and which he was afraid would be further reduced, placing him in a difficult situation. In light of this limit order
on his book, the specialist deliberately opened the stock down 9 percent to enable him to "clear up the stop order." Had the limit order
been reduced and the stop order not been "cleared up," the specialist
might have had to purchase the stock represented by the stop order
and the limit order at the same time, thus committing more of his
capital than he wished-he already had an inventory of 2,000 shares.
Before the specialist opened the stock, he obtained approval from a
governor. The governor later stated that he misunderstood the facts.
Be that as it may, the customer whose stop order was entrusted to the
specialist would have been surprised to learn that the order he entered
as his protection against a price decline had itself caused a price decline, and was executed only because the specialist was protecting
~
himself2
As a result of a memberfirm complaint, the floor department made
an inquiry into the situation. The vice chairman informed the specialist that he had used extremely "poor judgment" and that he should
have opened the stock at a price higher than 83~. Vanderbeek testified as follows about this ease :
Q. Is this an approved practice
eighths where this is an exact pair

of the
off?

Exchange

to open a stock

down seven-

a~ NYSErule 108. The specialist
in one high-priced stock testified
that i£ he wanted to
buy stock for his own account he would never outbid a customer by an eighth.
’~ After the opening, which was the low for the day, the price rose and by the end of
the day was above the previous day’s close.
¯ ~2~ Another example from Exchange files discloses that a specialist
dropped the price
of a stock 2~/~ points to piok up a 300-share stop order.
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A. [The specialist]
was wrong in his judgment and he was so informed.
Q. Was any disciplinary
action taken against [him] ?
A. He was spoken to about this.
Q. Is this considered a disciplinary action ?
A. No.
Q. Was he told to make an adjustment in price?
A. No, because it was a matter of judgment on his part with respect to the
price.

Other situations become quite complex and involve conflicts not
only between the specialist and his customers but also possibly among
customers. The following case from the files of the Exchange illustrates both points:
With the last sale at 251/~, a specialist held a market order by Firm
S to sell 1,200 shares. The relevant orders on the book were as follows :
BUY

ORDERS

1SELL

STOP

0RDERS

Amount
Amoun~
Limited price :
Electing price :
25
.................
2,
400
Firm T
25 ..................
900 Firm
25 ..................
100 Firm U
241~ ................
100 Firm
24~A
100 Firm
24 ..................
200 Firm
~2 These
orders
become
market
whenthae.
the electing
price
Actually
these
orders
wereorders
from more
one firm,
butisforreached.
purposes of this example
the situation has been simplified.

With a governor’s approval, the specialist executed 900 of the 1,200
shares of Firm S’s order at 25 against the Firm A orders. This elected
{he sell stop orders of Firms T and U, and converted them into market
orders to sell the 2,500 shares, which, including the remaining 300
shares for Fimn S, meant that the specialist had orders to sell a total
of 2,800 shares. He executed 2,500 shares at 24 by buying the 400
shares of the orders for Firms B, C, and D (which had limits between
24 and 24~/~) 2,100 for himself. The 2,500 shares sold were those of
Firm’s T and U, leaving the 300 shares of Firm S’s sell order unsold.
These 300 shares the specialist executed in 3 subsequent sales at 24~//,,
2~/~, 24:~_. When ~ked by the Exchange floor department why
Firm S’s sell order received a better price than the sell orders of
Firms T and U, the specialist replied that he was exercising brokerage
jud~oznent.
This situation indicates the kind of conflicts to which the specialist
is subjected and the judgments he is called upon to make as a fiduciary
and market maker. The customers of Firms B and C bought at a
lower price than their limits, but this was at the expense of the orders
to sell, which would have received better prices if the buy orders had
been executed at their limits. The customer of Firm S, ~vhose market
order the specialist held, received better prices than did the customers
of Firms T and U, although those orders were also held in a fiduciary
capacity. Finally, the specialist himself chose the price (24) at which
the customers of Firms T and U sold to him.
The Exchange has attempted to deal with some of the conflicts
involved in this example. In certain instances approval of a governor
is needed, in others the %tossing" procedure must be utilized; and
behind these protections, the customer’s broker is under an obligation
to disaifirm an improper trade; and finally, the Exchange may act
in a disciplinary context. But in this case all of these safeguards
did not prevent the transactions from occurring in the manner and
with the consequences described above. Before the specialist may deal
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for his own account at a price which would elect stop orders on his
book, he must obtain permission from a floor official and guarantee
that the stop orders will be executed at the same price as the electing
sale, but the governor did not require that all market orders be executed at the same price. The "crossing" procedure, which is designed
to prevent any broker who holds orders on opposite sides of the market
from favoring one order over another, was ineffective.
Moreover,
there was no complaint from the brokers of Firms B and C, at least
one of whomhad to be given an opportunity to disaffirm since the
specialist acted as principal with respect to at least one of the two
orders. Finally, although the Exchange inquired into these transactions, no further action was taken.
In fact, there is some doubt as to the adequacy of the "crossing"
procedure generally, even aside from the failure of a broker to disaffirm a cross by a specialist dealing for his own account. Several
specialists testified that crosses are rarely upset, for at least two
reasons : First, other brokers, as an accommodation,often refrain from
upsetting a cross, and second, brokers who want to cross large orders
simply wait until the post is unp.opulate.d before consummating the
cross. Specialists, of course., are m a umqueposition to take advantage of the latter situation, s~nce they never l~ave the post.
The examples just discussed illustrate
the complexities involved
where the specialist acts for his own ’account and simulta~neously as
agent for many parties. Additional problems are introduced when the
speciali’~t undertakes to carry out special kinds of instructions with
respect to particular orders--as in the case of "not-held" orders or
¯ ’stopping" stock--or undertakes to act directly for his owncustomers.
b. "Not-held" orders
A "not-held" order is defined by the Exchange as an order either to
buy or sell a specified stock, in which the broker "is relieeed of all
responsibilities with respect to the time of execution and the price or
prices of execution. * * *" ~2~ [Emphasis in original.] This order
need not be executed as promptly as a market order, nor is the broker
liable if he "misses the market" and the price moves against him.
The. broker handling_ the not-held order may withhold it from the
market or represent his customer as he ses fit in the best exercise of
his judgment.
Not-held orders are handled by floor brokers and commission brokers
without any special problems being present, but when they are accepted by the specialist, difficulties
arise. An example of the way a
not-held order is handled is afforded by the last example discussed
above, though it did not actually involve such an order. There, the
sp.ecialist withheld one of the sell orders and eventually sold it at better
prices than the others. The specialist did not have discretion because
the withheld order was a market order, and he might have been liable
for Firm S’s customer for withholding it had the price declined below
that at which .the order was originally capable of execution. If the
specialist has clear discretion, he is, of course, morelikely to withhold
the order. Indeed, as most specialists understood the directions im~ NYSE, Department of Floor Procedure,"Dea’hngs in Stocks,," p. 41 (1958).
Orders with similar consequences
may bear legends such as "Take time,"
tape," "Do the best you can."

"Disregard
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plied by not-held orders, under certain circumstances a specialist
would be under a duty to withhold.
Because a not-held order directs the specialist to use his skill and
judgment, it calls upon him to use the knowledge gained from his book
for the benefit of the .order--unless, as seems unlikely, he can compartmentalize that kno~vledge in his mind.
In order to represent such an order in the market, the specialist
may on occasion outbid or underoffer the limit orders on his book.
Often, when a limit order on the same side is executed, the specialist
allocates a similar numberof shares to the not-held order so that both
orders participate equally in the available supply or demand.
Some specialists
have said that holding a not-heM order hampers
them in their dealer function, since an Exchange rule 32s prohibits
any member from dealing for his own account on the same side when
holding a customer’s order which is capable of execution. Notwithstanding this rule, one prominent specialist testified that he does not
withdraw from the market as a dealer while holding a not-held order.
The practice of specialists’ accepting not-held .orders first cameto the
attention of the Commissionin 1952, in the course of an investigation
of a possible manipulation. After discussion between the Commission’s staff and NYSEofficials, the Exchange was informed that such
orders were not market or limited price orders and, under the limitations contained in section 11, could not be accepted by specialists.
On May9, 1952, the Exchange circulated a notice to all membersinforming them that-Not-held market or limited orders, any other orders with similar qualifications
such as "Disregard tape," "Take time," etc., and "scale" orders ~vtShout specific
amounts and prices are not market or limited price orders under [see. 11(b)
of the Exchange Act] and therefore must not be accepted by specialists.
This does not preclude other brokers from accepting such orders and executing
them in accordance with their terms.

With the distribution of the May1952 circular, the matter seemed
to be at rest. However, at a conference with the Commissionin late
1961, the president of the Exchange submitted a proposed circular to
membersfor the Commission’s consideration. The significant portion
of the text follows:
Recently a question
arose with respect to the handling of "not-held"
and
similar orders on the floor of the Exchange.
Cases arise when a market or a limited price order for the purchase or sale
of a specified amount of a stock is placed by a customer with instructions
that
the broker use his judg]nent as to time and price of execution.
If the floor
broker entrusts such an order to the specialist
the latter
may also follow the
customer’s instructions
to use brokerage judgment as to time and price.

It appeared in the course of subsequent discussions between the
Commission’s staff and Exchange officials that some specialists had
continued accepting not-held orders despite the 1952 prohibition22~
In fact, it later was learned that during the period between 19’52 to
1961, most specialists continued to accept such orders. Data submitted
by all Exchange specialist
units indicate that at some time after
January 1, 1959, 73 specialist units accepted not-held orders 330 while
37 units did not. The Exchange in 1961 urged that the Commission
reverse its position and permit specialists to accept orders involving
NYSErule 92.
See oh. XII.
In nine of the units accepting such orders, not every specialist

did so.
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brokerage judgment.. Relying, on a. passage, in the 1934 Housecommit-"
tee report refermng to purely dlscret~onary orders as distinct from
market or limited price orders," 3~1 the Exchange took the position
that a "purely discretionary order" is one in whmhthe broker is entrusted with discretion not only as to price and time, but also as to
whether to buy or sell or what security to buy or sell. The Exchange
also argued that the general concern of the Congress in 1934 ~vas to
prevent specialist participation in pools, and that this concern was
inapplicable to the specialist’s
acceptance of not-held orders. The
Commissionreaffirmed the 1952 prohibition on specialists’ accepting
not-held orders, and in late 1961 the NYSEcirculated a memorandmn
reiterating the ban.
It was also claimed that an increasing numberof block transactions,
especially those of institutional investors, madeit desirable that specialists be permitted to accept not-held orders. The h~ndling of a
large order is often time consumingif it is to be kept from adversely
affecting the price of the stock. Brokers desire to entrust these orders
to specialists for the same reason that they give the specialist limit
orders away from the market. It is also said that floor brokerage rates
do not make it economically feasible for a broker to wait at the post.
In short, it is argued there is no convenient way to execute not-held
orders except by giving them to the specialist. An Exchange official
testified in the course of the Special Study that "the handling of notheld orders by specialists would help greatly the brokers on the floor
whohave other business to attend to."
The major argument advanced by the Exchange as to the purpo.se
of section 11 considers only one of the policies underlying the legislation. In addition to the ~%ntimanipulative purpose there is also
the prohibition against disclosure of the book, as ~s also revealed in
the House report, as quoted above.3a~ This prohibition rested not on’ly
on the fact that "the specialist participate[d] in pools, but that there
are inherent difficulties in the situation ~vhere under normal circumstances the avail able orders are knownto specialists only--and perhaps
his favored friends."
One active floor broker who specializes in the execution of large
orders testified that the policy forbidding specialists to accept notheld orders had affected his method of doing business, since he often
does not have the time to ~vait at the post trying to execute an order
in an inactive stock. Consequently, some of his executions have suffered. ’~’~’~ He stated, however, that whenhe can execute su.ch an order,
he is in a position to do a better job than the specialist :
Q. Is there any distinction
between a not-held
order [held
by a specialist]
and the kind of judgment that you are permitted
by your principals?
A. There is quite a bit of difference
between a type of order ~that I have, which
is one of judgment--you
can put the name of not-held
on it, too, if you wish-than what th~ specialists
gets,
because
the specialist
is dealing
with every
individu,al
broker who represents
~the public,
therefore,
he has many brokers to
deal with. I, as an individual,
am just dealing for one person.
a~a H. Rept. 1383, 73d Cong., 26. sess., p. 22 (1934) ; see also S. Rept. 792, 73d Cong.
2d. sess., p. 18 (1934).
~a~ Se~ sec. 5.d, above.
~ However, it might be noted that one specialist
testified
that often, he would be willing
to fftv~ the customer a g.oo4 price immediately without waiting, but that floor brokers
pref.er that he take time with the order so that the customer will be satisfied that brokerage
judgment has been used.
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by that that
your judgment
can, therefore,
be ~nuch
by representing
one person,
instead
of many people.

The distinction noted in this testimony is an important one. A floor
broker who will usually hold only one order in a particular stock can
exercise his judgment unfettered by the conflicting loyalties and
33~
responsibilities whicha specialist is likely to have.
The specialists who have not accepted such orders gave various reasons. One took the position that not-held orders conflicted with his
fiduciary obligations to other customers. Another testified that he
did not understand what was meant by the term "not held" orders
and, being uncertain, refused to accept orders so marked2~5 Two
specialists, one whose firm was directly involved in the 1952 ruling
and another who rememberedit, have obeyed it since.
One specialist testified that he accepted a kind of order after 1952
which, although it gave him discretion, was not within the scope of the
prohibition be.cal~se the order carried a limit on the "wrong side" of
the market. ~ The argument seems to be that up to the "limit" price,
the specialist would have discretion but that the order would quali~y
as a limit order and hence be acceptable under section 11 of the Excretionary order, and must be executed promptly.
The confusion as to the definition of a not-held order which all of
this seems to reflect is also found in the testimony of other specialists
who attempted to distinguish between the not-held order prohibited in
1952 and the kind of order which they accepted thereafter.
Those
who did distin~fish between the two stated that orders which were
accepted after 1952 were "brokerage-judgment orders." Ten specialists testified that brokerage-judgment and not-held orders were identical; five testified that there was a difference between the two; one
felt there was some confusion on the point; another found the distinction difficult to clarify. In any event, it is clear that the Exchange
in its original prohibition in 1952 and in the reiteration in 1961 used
virtually identical language in the circulars sent to members.
The five specialists who attempted to draw a distinction between
brokerage-judgment orders and not-held orders could not articulate
any meaningful differences between the terms of the two orders.
Either a broker holding not-held orders or brokerage-judgment orders
is liable for "missing the marl<et" or he is no~. Distinction on other
grounds has been attempted, e:g., that a not-held order is "negative" in
the sense tliat the broker is g~ven discretion not to execute the order
if he so chooses, while a brokerage-judgment order is "positive" in
that the broker is instructed to execute the order when he can, but is
not liable if he does not. Such a d~stinction has no consequences in
fact and c~nnot provide the basis for any workable classification.
¯ ~a*Floor brokers when face4 with this prc~bl~m often cross the o.rder (see see. 7.a),
stop one (~rder again.st anoth,er (see sec. 7.c).
¯ ~ Another specialist
uncertain of the meaning of the 1952 circular eontinue8 to accept
these orders.
~ That is, this kind of "limit" order to buy would have a limit set above the market,
whereas ordinary limit orders to buy fix a limit below the market, and so cannot be executed
,~ntil the market declines. The orders accepted by this specialist,
e.g., with the market at
41 to 42, he would accept an order to buy at 45, would be capable of immediate execution.

96-746---63--pt.
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As we pointed out above, the large order is an increasing phenomenon on the Exchange, and thus the general problem of dealing with
block transactions is a very important and real one. Whatever may
be the appropriate solution or solutions, 337 further compromiseof the
specialist’s
fiduciary obligation and enlargement of his ability to
control market prices does not seem to provide an acceptable one.
e. "~topped" stoe]~
The practice of "stopping s~coek" (not to be confused with "stop"
orders) 33s is little understood exeep,~ by the most sophisticated investors. It can best be explained by ~n example. The speeiMis~ is
quoting a market 30 bid, offered w~301/~ ¯ the bid represents five separate orders for 100 shares each (five "singles"), the offer is for the
specialist’s own account, and the last sale was 30~. :Broker A comes
into the crowd with a market order to sell 100 shares for a customer.
Instead of selling at the ~bid, the broker mayask the specialist to "stop"
him at the bid. By agreeing, the specialist guarantees the broker that
he will receive not less than 30 for his shares. Broker A, or more
usually the specialist, will offer Broker A’s stock at 30~, thus giving
Broker A’s customer a chance to realize a higher price. If Broker B
comes to the post with a market order .to buy, he may buy Broker A’s
stock at 301/~, in which .case the "stop" is terminated successfully.
If this happens., the specialist’s customer with priority on the book
(for whomthe specialist was bidding prior to. the stop) does no~ get
an execution and if the market turns away from the limit that order
~
may never be executed?
Stopped orders may not receive a price better than ~he guarantee:
in the example just discussed where Broker A was guaranteed 30 for
his stock and thw~ stock was offered at 30Vs, if another seller had come
into the market (before Broker B arrived at the pos~) and had executed an order at 30, the stop would have Been "elected" and the
"stopped" seller, Broker A’s customer, would have received 30 for his
~o
share.
The NYSErule ~ governing stops seems to eontemplaite that they
will be granted by a member, which would mean in the ease of a specialist, by the specialist for his own account. However, specialists
have testified, and the responses to the questionnaire corroborate, that
that most often when the specialist "stops," he does so "against the
book," ~ i.e., he does not assume the primary risk of the guarantee
himself but he allocates limit orders on his book to fill the stopped
order--he is called upon to honor the stop himself only if the allocated
order, together with all other unallocated orders at the stop price, is
~ See the discussion in sec. 6.h, above, and the conclusions and recommendations of pt. l~
of this chapter.
~s See sec. 5.a, above.
~ On the study day of Feb. 21, 1962, approximately 60 percent of the number of stops
granted (or 54 percent of the stopped shares), received better prices than the stop price
(table VI-47).
~o Whena stoppe~l or~!er held by a specialist
receives a better price than the g~aarantee,
the specialist
earns floor brokerage, but does not earn it if the stopped order is executed
at the guarantee price. However, in the latter ease, if the stop was guaranteecl by an order
on the boo.k (rather than by the specialist
as principal),
the specialist
would earn floor
brokerage for exoeuting the order on the book. It may be no.ted that when a stopped order
held by a specialist
cloes receive a better price than the Nuarantee, the specialist
earns
floor brokerage f(~r that execution and may still have an opportunity to earn floor brokerage for executing the order on the book.
~a Rule 116.
(table~’

Thevi_47).l-day sample indicated

that 80 percent of stops are granted against the book
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withdrawn before the stop is elected or canceled. In the example, he
would allocate to the sell order, which had been "stopped," 100 shares
of the book’s 500 shares bid for at 30. The specialist then would reduce the size of the bid from 500 :to 4:00 shares, thus in effect, removing
the allocated 100 shares from the market and "reserving" them to
match against the stopped order if that became necessary. If, immediately after this, Broker C should arrive at ’the post with an order
to sell 500 shares, one of two things would happen. The specialist
might buy 4:00 shares of the 500-share order for the 400 unallocated
shares on the book and "elect" the stop against the allocated 100 shares;
in this case, Broker C would sell only 4:00 shares and would continue
to offer 100 shares. The specialist might, however, bid for 100 shares
for his own account at 30 so that the full 500-share sell order would
be executed in addition to the 100 shares "stopped." Whether the
specialist would do this depends upon his own predilections.
Specialists, when questioned about the fairness to their customers
of using their limit orders as guarantees and causing them to miss opportunities to trade, stated that the practice benefited the market as a
whole by having smaller variations between sales. ~4~ It was felt that
the customer whoseorder was used as the guarantee for a stop (in
the example, one bidder at 30) might someday himself be on the receiving end of the stop. Specialists were asked whether, if they had
properly discharged their duty to quote a fair market, they did not then
have a primary duty as a broker for customers whose orders they held
(in the example, the orders to buy at 30) to get them an execution
possible. The answers varied. One specialist stated that he was reluctant to grant a stop if the quoted market, was a fair one. Somespecialists recognized that there were fiduciary problems and were reluctant
to stop against the book; i.e., to use customers’ limit orders. One
stated the reason for this:
Because,
I think the primary function
is,
and * * * ’trust
me, that is my first obligation,
account. * * *

whes you hand me an order
to get that stock for your

The others said that they conceived it to be their duty to get as good
a price as possible for anyone in the market, whether customers on
their book or not. Typical examples of this testimony follow :
A. * * * [W]e try to satisfy most of the people most of time, even though we
are bidding [for a customer] and my responsibility
is .to the bidder. I still feel
that it is in the best interests of the market itself to stop .that seller .at that
point. * * *
Q. * * * You testified
earlier ,that you ’believe that you have the same obligation to a customer on your book that a broker does who is holding ,an order in ~he
crowd. In ’the hypothetical
situation
we are speaking of * * * haven’t you at
that point deprived the customer on your ,book of an execution * * * ?
2~. At .that point, yes.
Q. If .the stopped order does better * * * the customer on your hook may not
get an execution * * * a~t all?
A. Right.
Q. ,So that this is a case .where your o’bligation is less intense to your customer
than is that of a broker holding an order in the crowd; is that correct?
A. * * * [I]n half of my function, yes, it is less intense.
~aThe market quoted in the example--30 to 30~A--should be suffi.ciently
close to one
which wo,uld yield reasonable price continuity. The specialist i,s under an obligation as a
market maker only to quote a market in whicCh an execution at the bid or offer would
involve reasona~ble price continuity.
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Q. Why should .there be any difference if you are holding an order for someone
with a limit * * * [and you are then l~idding for him] why shouldn’t you try
to get an execution for him * * * if a seller co~nes into the crowd?
A. Well, I have an obligation
to make a market and make as good a market
as I can * * *
Q. You mention that you would like to give the other broker’s customer an
opportunity
to do better.
Of course, he represents
that customer--you
don’t.
Is th.at correct?
A. He is representing him a’t that time.
Q. And you are representing
the customer on the book?
A. That is true, but I feel that any order that comes in before the Stock Exchange has to be ,considered,
and I think we have an obligation
to all of these
people.
Q. In other words, you believe that your obligation [as a specialist]
is to serve
the market as a whole, in your particular
stocks?
A. Absolutely.

One leading specialist
stopped stock :

stated that there ~vere two reasons that he

Q. You indicated
earlier
in your testimony,
that conventionally
[the floor
broker] would leave the [stopped] order ~vith you.
A. I would say 99 times out of a hundred with the [floor broker] * * * that
came to me * * * As soo.n as I offer a stop, whether it is a two-dollar
broker
or not, he turns the order to me.
Q. You get the commission?
A. If I execute the order at a better price I get the commission. If I do not
get a better price then he gets it without any commission.
Q. So as you indicated
before, the znotivation
is to build your commission
business as well as to make a better market.
A. Yes.

It is clear that in this area manyspecialists do not consider it to
be their fiduciary obligation to their customers to get them as favora1)le executions as possible, but rather are motivated by u sense of
obligation to benefit the market as a whole or by a desire to increase
their commissionincome. As ~..oted, at least one specialist felt that
for him to stop stock against the book would be to compromise his
fiduciary duty. ~ne knowledgeable speciMist not of this view stated
that thgre has alu ays been some question about the practice, and observed that "the subject * * * has been discussed * * * many times
¯ * * [and] has never resolved itself to an answer." Despite the recognition of the problem and diversity of views and practices, the Exchange seemingly has no policy in this area. Rule 116, dealing with
stops, does not touch upon the, fiduciary aspects of the matter.
There is a further problem of a different kind in connection with
stopping stock. In certain situations the practice leads to omissions
of transactions
from the tape. In the example given, where 500
shares were being bid for at 30 and the specialist stops Broker A’s
100 shares against the orders on the book, the size of the bid may
be reduced to 400 shares. When Broker C then comes to the post
with 500 shares to sell and sells 400 shares to the book (assuming
that the specialist did not purch.ase the remaining 100 shares at 30),
the stop is elected and the allocated 100 shares on the book are executed against the stop. Broker C has 100 .shares left to sell, and in
such u situation, only 400 shares will be printed on the tape at 30,
although actually 500 shares were traded at that price (400 for
Broker C and 100 for Broker A).~
~ An omission from the tape would result
prin,cipal.

even if the specialist

stopped,

stock as
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There ~vas a great diversity of views among specialists as to why
the full 500 shares traded would not be printed as 400 and 100. A
few seemed to believe that the transaction itself took place outside
the usual auction market rules and that if the tape showed the fact
that 500 shares had actually been sold at 30, then the selling customer
could hold his broker (in the example, Broker C) to a price of
for his last hundred shares. Their line of reasoning is this: for the
execution to be printed on the tape there must be an execution under
the rules of the auction market. In a situation involving a stop, an
auction market execution would require a "cross" (since the specialist
holds both the allocated order and the "stopped" order) and the crossing procedure requires that the buy and sell orders be publicly offeted. Since if a cross were attempted, it might be "upset" by the
broker holding the subsequent order, there is no cross and thus there
can be no print.
Somespec.iMists thought that the omission from the tape of the
100 stopped shares was merely to relieve Broker C of the necessity
of explaining to his customer why his full 500 shares were not sold
~
at 30. When it was pointed out that other floor situations
resulted in the necessity for explanation, the usuMreactio~ was that
~
custom in this area was otherwise.
The Exchange ~ expressly permits an omission of stopped stock
from the tape. It is usually said that tape volume is understated by
5 to 10 percent because of this practice. For the study day of February 21, 1962, there was a difference of 4.4 percent between the actual
round-lot volume and reported round-lot volume. However, of the
omissions from the tape on that day, only 14 percent were caused by
stopped stock, ~s and 86 percent were caused by unexplained factors.
~
An Exchangeofficial testified that this day must have been atypical2
One of the supposed benefits of exchange markets is that price and
volume of transactions are accurately reported on the ticker tape. As
an Exchangeofficial testified, "* * * transactions are printed as you
knowon our open tape for everyone to see." Such information is not
only for the purpose of informing particular investors that their transactions have been executed, or to "protect" brokers from criticism by
customers, as some of the witnesses seemed to believe. The information is used by manyinvestors to make investment decisions and it is
presumably generally undertood by the public that the information is
complete and accurate. To whatever extent stopped stock causes
understatement of volume on the tape-whether or not by 5 percent-a~ E.g., "matched and lost," "stock ahead."
*~ One authority asserts that stopped stock is omitted from the tape because such transactions are "private."
Bogens Financial
Handbook, p. 82 (2d ed., 1962). However, this
does not adequately explain why if Broker C in the example had sold all his stock, the
stopped stock would have been reported.
a~ NYSEGuide, par. No. 2125 A.
.~s Thus, on the study d*ay, 21,000 shares did not print beca.use of stopped stock, while
the difference
between total reported round-lot and actual round-lot volume was 152,990
shares. The volume not printed in th.e years 1937-61 appears in table VI-48.
~t, In one case coming to the attention of the Special Study, the specialist
was willing
to buy 200 shares at a particular
price, a commission broker representing the public had 300
shares to sell, and an odd-lot dealer wanted to sell 100 shares. The specialist
bought 100
shares from the commlsslon broker and the 100 shares from the odd-lot dealer although
under the rules of precedence, the odd-lot dealer was not entitled
to sell any in such a
situation.
In order not to disclose what occurred on the floor and thus "embarrass" the
commission broker, only 100 shares of the 200 shares traded were printed on the tape.
For a further discussion of volume data generally under present NYSEprocedure, see pt.
J of this chapter. For a discussion of the lack of disciplinary
action where transactions
are d~eliberately omitted’ from the tape, see ch. XII.
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it is responsible for a serious distortion of volumeat particular prices
without apparent justification.
d. Public eusto~ners
Another possibility
of unfair preference among customers arises
where specialists deal with membersof the public directly rather than
limiting themselves to handling orders forwarded to them by other
exchange members250
It is necessary to distinguish between several different kinds of
situations.
Some specialists
are partners in members firms which
regularly do business with the public, maintaining board rooms and
providing all the services usually associated with a public commission
business. Other specialists introduce accounts to their clearing agent
and obtain a split of commissions. At least two specialists have arrangements with mutual funds whereby all of the fund’.s orders are
transmitted through the specialist, whothen channels the orders to the
memberfirms which are to receive reciprocal business. Finally~ many
specialists have a public business restricted to friends and business
acquaintances, occasional.]y officials of the companies in whose stocks
the specialists are registered. This last may be illustrated from the
testimony of one specialist:
Q. Can anyone call up and give your firm an order?
A. Not without checking with us on the floor. That is why we have the phone.
The order would not be accepted if we don’t know the person.
Q. You have to know the person personally or one of your partners?
A. Right.
Q. Will you accept orders from any acquaintance
of yours?
A. No.
Q. What is the classification
of persons ?
A. Intimate friends.
We are not in the commission business.
This is just an
accommodation.

A few specialists have indica~ted that they have an affirmative policy
against accepting public orders or introducing accounts to other firms,
while others restrict such activities to family accounts, or family and
friends; one excludes only friends from those whose orders he will
accept.
Questionnaire EX-1 contained questions which encompassed all
these situations. Specialists associated with 78 percent of all specialist units answered that at some time since January 1, 1959, they
have been associated with a memberfirm which carried or introduced
customer accounts; almost half of these firms have carried accounts
for officers~ directors, or principal stockholders of issuers in whose
securities the respondent was registered as specialist. A breakdownof
the answers showed that 13 specialist uni~ts carried accounts for 3
or more corporate insiders. In total there were 83 such accounts carried by 28 specialist units. In response ¢o another question~ 23 percent
of all specialists (as distinguished from specialist uni.ts) answeredthat
since January 1, 1959 they had accepted orders, for purchase or sale
of stocks in which they were registered~ directly from investors.
No matter what method was used to transmit the order to the floor,
most specialists stated that they were aware when orders arriving at
their posts originated through their own firm~ either because the
no See A~nexreport, pp. 29-32. Amexrule 190(a) now prohibit~ specialists from accepting orders from certaln~ corporate insiders; there is. no NYSErule which prohibits specialists from accepting orders directly or from being members of a firm which has a commission business.
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order slip would bear their firm’s name 851 or because there would be
some special notation on the form.
Whenspecialists were asked why. corporate insiders called them to
execute transactions, especially in view of the fact that manyof these
persons resided away from NewYork, most professed not to know or
stated that the insider did so us an accommodation.352 One specialist
who had a number of transactions in substantial quantities for corporate insiders stated that such persons dealt with him because of his
reputation of bidding for substantial blocks.
Somespecialists seemed to have some public customer business involving reciprocal business relationships of one kind or another. For
example, one issuer wrote to the specialist registered in its stock:
DEARSIR : We have asked the banks who are corporate trustees
of our pension
funds to favor us by directing
business to your firm for the account of our
pension trusts.
[Three banks were listed.]
We value
opportunity

highly our previous
association
with you and wish to take
to thank you for the many favors we have received.

this

In the main, transactions for corporate insiders were cor~centr~ted
among the larger specialist units. There has been u continuing relutionship between one specialist and a specific issuer, by which the
issuer regularly has purchased stock through the specialist for its
pension fund. One substantial
nonmember broker-dealer apparently
has made ~ fairly regular practice of giving orders directly to specialists.
Some institutions
provided answers as to know why investors used
a specialist’s services directly. In questionnaire IN-4, institutional
investors 353 were asked if they had ever dealt with specialists. Some
of the answers follow :
* * * [A]ny such use has been infrequent

and only to obtain

better

Direct contact with the specialist
is a method very rarely
an extremely
thin market pertains
and an otherwise
orderly
impossible, does the trustee make a direct contact.

executions.

used. Only when
execution
seems

In the general handling of listed
orders, no effort is made to place stock
orders direct with floor specialists
or their firms. However, there could be
occasions when such direct orders would insure the most efficient
and advantageous executions.
Only twice several years ago, have we used a specialist
sale of a security in which such specialist
was registered.
occurred when it seemed to be impossible to buy the stock
market up. By giving the specialist
the order, we felt he
chance to buy a block if it should appear.
*

*

*

*

*

for the purchase or
These two situations
without pushing the
would give us first
$

*

Orders have been placed directly
with a specialist
or a specialist’s
firm on
very few occasions. * * * [I]nfrequently,
a specialist
or a specialist’s
firm may
be used when the stock being purchased or sold has a relatively
inactive market
and it is felt that it will be to the advantage of the fund to work through a
specialist
or specialist’s
firm because .of familiarity
with the particular
issue.
~x All clearing
firms’
order slips
bear the firm name or the name of a partner.
~z~ One specialist
suggested
that one corporate
official
sold stock through him to avoid
having knowledge of the transaction
circulate
in that official’s
hometown.
a~ See ch. ¥III.C.
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may give orders

O. It doesn’t make any difference to the institutional
investor, as far as commissions are concerned? You have * * * to charge them a full commission?
A. They tie your hands up. If you know that they have something to do, we
can’t do it against them. If they have a buy order, we wouldn’t buy it. We
can’t. As soon as they open up to us, if they say they have some stock to buy,
they are going to put in 10,000 shares through us or through some other firm,
we wouldn’t buy a position other than just to make a market in the thing.
Q. You mean, it is the ~vay of locking you in, by giving you the order ?
A. It does. I am sure they think of that.

The Special Study did not attempt to determine whether a specialist’s personal customers received preferential price treatment in any
of the foregoing kinds of situations. The judgments involved in the
specialist’s role are often too subtle to permit determining whether a
particular customer has been preferred or discriminated against, without complete market data such as the state of the speeiahst’s book at
the relevant times. However, some of the institutions
quoted above
seemedto believe that dealing directly with a specialist does give them
"better" executions. In such a ease, the better price received by the
specialist’s
own customer may be at the expense of another customer
~
whose order was forwarded to the specialist by another broker2
Where~o specialist is receiving reciprocal business through the efforts .of an issuer, it is equally difficult to determine whether better
markets are made in that issuer’s stock than in comparable issues.
The two most recent significant
disciplinary
actions involving
NYSEspecialists
resulted from orders Wen specialists
in their
specialty stocks by public customers. In one ease, decided by the Exchange on January ~, 1963, the customer involved was ~n official and
director of the issuer. The specialist, in defending his conduct, noted :
It is my understanding
that it is not uncommon for employees and officers
of
the companies whose stock is listed
on the New :fork Stock Exchange to carry
their own accounts with specialists,
as in many eases they know no other broker.
My firm has done this in connection
~vith other companies whose stock we
handle, and I know of no rule or regulation against such a practice.

The more serious eases in recent years involving Amexspecialists also
concerned investors dealing directly with the sp eciMist.~
The N¥SEt~kes the position that "it is a perfectly proper practice"
for specialists to carry, service, or introduce public accounts so long
as the practice "is not abused." Apparently in recognition of the
possibility of abuse, shortly after publication of the Amexreport, the
NYSEinstituted a rule ~s~ requiring specialists periodically to report
all transactions for public customers in their specialty stocks.
The specialists interviewed felt that their public customer business
has a very small place in their t.otM business. One experienced specialist testified as follows:
Q. Assume a rule was passed which said specialists
could no longer have public
customers, what would be the effect on your business of such a rule?
A. It would be rather insignificant
as my transactions
take place today but it
would close the avenue for possible development of public business should I at
some later date desire to enter into. it actively.
~ This is not a matter of speculation. As discussed above, in manyinstances, especially
in inactive stocks, the specialist actually "sets" prices in situations which may be quite
complex
and may call for a good deal of judgment in arriving at "fair" prices.
See see.
6.j ~. above.
~ Amexreport, pp. 29-32.
~ N¥SErule 111 ; 2~mexrule 190(c) contains similar provisions.
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This answer applies evento those who now have a public business, since that business has no connection with the function of the speci~ist. As pointed out above, the specialist r~lies on the flow of orders
in the market and the book to offset his positions; he does not use his
own reba51 customers as an outlet. There would be no harmful impact
on the functioning of the specialist system on the Exchaz~geif specialists and their firms could not deal directly with the public. On the
other ha~d, the practice involves the basic difficulty that ,the specialist
handles orders for two kinds of customersNthose with whomhe or
his firm have direct contact, and the anonymous mass of investors
whose orders are forwarded to him in the normal course of business.
The potential for discrimination ,and difficulties of surveillance are so
~:"
great that the practice should not be permitted to continue2
e. Uo~t.acts with corporate o~eials
Manyof the problems discussed above involve possibilities
of the
speciahst’s unfairly preferring himself or particular
customers
through his crucial position in the market. A direct possibility,
of
preference to the specialist himself or to favored customers arises
when he has access to corporate information denied to the general
public. Such information might be advance knowledge of increased
earnings, stock splits, mergers, etc. In this connection, the Exchange
has .a r.ule which prohibit-s specialists from being dir~cto.rs of cor~pames m whose stock they specialize2 ~s Furthermore, the Exchange
expresses a policy ~ prohibiting specialists from acquiring "inside
information."
Several specialists have testified that inside information is of no
~°
benefit to ~hembecause they service the market as the needs arise2
One specialist indicated that advance corporate information would be
helpful to him in servicing the market2~x Another specialist testified
that most contacts with corporate officials are of little use because
corporate officials are always optimistic :
Q. On the basis
of [a visit
to the company’s
plant],
would your trading
in
the stock be influenced ?
A. I wouldn’t
think so. One of our partners
just went out to [a company] and
came back and said that they were very bullish,
and he was very bullish,
and,
the ne~t day, I think we sold 10,000 shares
short,
because that is the time you
want to get out, when everybody else is bullish.

Somespecialists said that they can obtain all the information they
need from the financial press, but others felt that they cannot get
enough information from other published sources ~nd should visit
ss~
the companyand its officials,
~ This applies only to the two major exchanges in New York. The specialist
business
on the regional exchanges is different for various reasons, including limited volume, which
makes separate treatment appropriate for those exchanges.
~s Rule 460.
a~a NYSE Company Manual A-22.
a~°Compare the attitudes
of primary market makers in the t)ver-the-counter
markets,
discussed
in ch. department
VII.C.
zm The floor
records disclose that one specialist
had been critical
of a corporate official for failing to inform him of a contemplated stock split. The file in this matter
reflects that the chai~man of the board told the specialist
that he was to treat officials
of
companies with courtesy when they visit the floor. The file contains no indication that the
specialist
was cautioned regarding his attempt to obtain inside information.
Vanderbeck
testified
that the specialist
was told orally that his attempt t~ get such information from
a company official
was improper, and further testified
that he did not know of any investigation to determine whether the specialist
had attempted to acquire or had acquired
similar information from other companies.
~ One specialist testified :
"Q. How much do you believe that a specialist
shoulel know about the company whose
stock he trades in ?
"A. I think he ought to go to see that the bull~tngs are there. .We happen to have been
specialists
for McKesson, Robbtna ~t one time."
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The Exchange has a program of encouraging specialists
to maintain liaison with the officials of companies in whose stocks they are
registered. Its view is that a specialist must maintain such liaison in
order to give the company and its stockholders a fair and orderly
market. 3~3 The Exchange also believes that companyofficials should
be kept informed of unusual market problems and should be free to
call the specialist for information if a question arises about the
market in the stock. 3~ Pursuant to this policy the floor department
has organized a specialist corporation liaison unit designed to foster
such contacts between specialist and issuer. A specialist is expected
to contact officials of the companiesin whosesecurities he is registered
at least once a year, and is required to report to the Exchange on the
number of his contacts. The Exchange staff periodically asks specialists whether or not they have been maintaining the prescribed relationships with their companies, and also attempts to bring the specialist
and corporate officials together at the Exchange whenever this is
possible.
Various specialists, including two former chairmen, testified that
they believed this program performed principally a public relations
function on behalf of the Exchange and its specialists.
They emphasized that listed companies are "clients" of the Exchange and that
the Exchange should attempt to keep them informed. The following
excerpt from a staff memorandumis indicative of the floor department’s views in this respect :
I told [the specialist]
that he should get together w~ith [the president of an
issuer] and establish
a friendly relationship
with him. I emphasized that this
company is one of the Exchange’s customers, and that it is the responsibility
of
the specialist
to conduct himself in such a way as to please and satisfy
the
officials
of the company--at
the same time explaining
any market problems
and the specialist function.

Although the floor department administers the specialist corporate
liaison program, the "Department of Stock List" has principal responsibility in the area of Exchange-issuer relationships~ and has an
elaborate system for maintaining contact between the Exchange and
listed companies. Listing representatives
from this department
visit issuers periodically to discuss commonproblems, and issuers are
encouraged to confide in the listing representative assigned to their
companies about corporate developments. Phillip West, vice president
of this department, testified that his department by itself could adequately handle the usual problems an issuer might have with respect
to the trading of its stock; e.g., whether a stock should be split. However, Vanderbeck, the vice president in charge of the floor department, emphasized that there were some market problems that only
’~5
specialists werequalified to discuss with corporate officials.
In administering the specialist corporate liaison program~ the Exchange sets standards concerning the scope of what specialists
are
permitted to discuss with corporate officials. Generally~ specialists
are not supposed to receive inside information. Companyofficials
may discuss matters with the specialist
much as they would with
"bankers, stockholders, security analysts, or anyone having a legitimate
~
~4 NYSE
Ibid. Company Manual A-22.
v~ This view seems at odds with the testimony of the two former chairmen whofelt that
contacts between specialist~ and corporate officials serve primarily a public relations
function.
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interest in the company," 366 except, of course, that a specialist may
have his discussion at a higher level than would an ordinary stockholder. The testimony of Phillip West points up the latter difference :
To put it another way, some companies are relatively
large and have hundreds
of .thous~ands
of stockholders.
They set up a division that deals with stockholders for the reason that the president
of the company just would not have
time to talk to every stockholder if he should raise a question, or to sit down
with him for 2 hours every day. On the Other side of ,the picture,
as far as
the specialist
discussing
something with the president
of the company because
the stock was listed on the Exchange, I think that a specialist
would discuss
with the presiden~t,
whereas the 10-share stockholder might discuss it with the
stockholder
relations
department,
or something like that, but they should be
equally satisfied.

The Exchange’s program appears unrealistic.
It brings together
individuals each of whommay have confidential information of value
to the other--on the one side corporate information and on the other
technical information concerning the book and possible short-range
price movements--and yet it forbids the exchange of such information. Various situations coming to the attention of the Special Study
illustrate the difficulties presented.
In a period of several weeks after a "liaison" trip to the Universal
Leaf Tobacco plant, various personal friends and relatives of the
specialist purchased 4,400 shares of the stock through his firm; on 1
day 1,400 shares were purchased for such customers--this was 58 percent of the reported volume. The stock was then selling in the middle
30’s. The specialist testified that he mentioned the stock to friends
as one he was buying for himself although he denied having access
to inside information. The stock rose as high as 55~ during 1961,
which he attributed to higher earnings and the recommendations of
certain brokerage houses. Although it is not possible to state whether
the specialist did have confidential information in this situation, such
trading ,by his firm’s public customers creates .substantial questions
as to whether the information acquired by the specialist was readily
available to the public in general.
In the case of two listed companies, it appears that the specialists
were advised by the companyofficial of merger possibilities
before
thev were publicly announced. In another case a leading specialist
testified that in a visit to the floor by the largest stockholder of a company in which he specialized, the stockholder and the specialist discussed the splitting of that company’s stock. The stock was actually
split 6 to 8 months later, although the specialist stated this conversation had no effect on his trading267 Again, although there may not
have been any impropriety on the part of the specialists
in any of
these situations, they illustrate the problems involved in encouraging
contacts between specialist and issuer but prohibiting the exchange of
information.
The Amexreport illustrates
that relationships between specialists
and issuers were crucial factors in the problems involving Amexspecialists. Indeed, two of the three major disciplinary cases in the past
several years involving NYSEspecialists concerned corporate insiders
in one way or another26s In one of these cases the specialist had
3~ NYSECompany Manual A-22.
~ The Exchange considers it improper for an issuer to give advance information about
stock splits.
NYSECompany Manual A-22.
a~ Problems involving the corporate in~i~ler public customer are often linked in these
cases.
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quired options from a corporate official, and in the second, various
questionable trading activity took place in accounts introduced by a
director through the specialist2 69 It is perhaps ironic that the specialist in the latter ease urged this in his defense:
It has been my understanding
that it is the policy of the New York Stock
Exchange to encourage a close relationship
between the specialist
or members
of the specialist
firm and the officers
of the eomlmnies whose stock they make
markets in. I recali a few occasions when I was requested by my floor partners
to fill
out questionnaire
cards of the Exchange indicating
which of our companies ~ve had been in contact with, what the names and titles
of the officers
were, and when did we last visit them. As a result of this, my firm encouraged
me to become more closely acquainted with the officers of those firms in ~vh.o.se
stock we specialized.
Accordingly,
when [the director
involved],
whom I had met on several occasions and who had met with my father and with various officials
of the Exchange,
introduced these accounts * * * whom I identified
either as employees of [the
issuer] or of his accounting firm, I felt that a proper introduction
had been
made. * * *

In view of the Exchange’s strong belief, which the Special Study
shares, that specialists should not receive "inside" corporate infomnation, encouraging eonta.cts between issuers and specialists would not
seem to be an appropriate or necessary way to maintain liaison with
listed companies.
/. The need for increased surveillance
In the area of the conflicts of interest which arise from the specialist’s unique role as both broker and market maker, the Exchange’s
regulatory and surveillance
program has been inadequate. Until
recently, almost its entire effort has been directed to expanding and
regulating the dealer function without regard to the fact that high
level of specialist dealer activity moreoften puts the specialists in situations where his customers’ interests conflict with his own. There
was no routine procedure to disclose conflict-of-interest
problems and
few standards governing specialists’
fiduciary conduct. With respect
to the latter, the Exchangehas been content with the technical auction
market rules, such as the "crossing" rule and the rule prohibiting direct competition at the same price between a memberand his customer.
Even when possible problems of conflicts have been discovered, the
Exchange, with limited exceptions, has not enforced high standards
in the handling of the cases. This is exemplified in two of the cases
discussed in the text. In the instance where it appeared that the
.specialist gave preferential treatment to certain orders over others and
m the case where the specialist deliberately lowered the price of the
stock to touch off his customer’s stop-loss order, the Exchange’s investigation of the cases turned on poor market-making activities
rather than conflict of interest and no disciplinary action was taken
against the specialists.
The point is further illustrated by the length of time which passed
before the Exchange discovered that many specialists had ignored the
1952 ruling against not-held orders, with the attendant fiducmry problems caused by such orders. The rule against the acquisition of inside
information has also had only causual enforcement. Whensuch problems have been uncovered, the Exchange on one occasion was more
concerned with discourtesy to a corporate official and in other cases
369 In January 1963, the specialist
tomer" rule (rule 405).

was fined $5,000 for violating the "know~,o~lr q~
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did nothing at M1. A similar insensitivity
has been displayed with
respect to the practice of stopping stock, with the basic fiduciary
questions it raises and about which specialists themselves have conflicting views and policies.
In recent months there has been .great~er awareness in this area. A
newly hired examiner has been assigned on a part-time basis to work
that may involve reconstructing specialist books and uncovering fiduciary problems; however, the whole process of reconstructing books
remains a tedious and difficult job. The Exchange has recently required specialists to report regularly the transactions in their specialty
stocks by their own public customers. But the Exchange has done
little with respect to the moresubtle and difficult conflicts of interest
in the area of competition between specialist and customer.
It is true that manyof the conflict situations involve, at least immediately, only Vs~s or ~t’s of a point--relatively small differences-whereas the Excha~ge has been preoccupied with difficult problems
of market making in the changing character of the Exchange market.
However, the Exchange has always characterized
its market as a
trustworthy mechanismfor all investors. It has also emphasized that
the specialist system is one which insures that its markets move in
small fractions. It must be borne in mind that the conflicts of interes~
existing within the specialist system have been flatly prohibited for
centuries in other areas of fiduciary relationships.
They are permitted within the specialist system because the orders available to
specialists as brokers help them discharge their responsibilities
as
market makers to the advantage of all concerned. Nevertheless~ the
~oleration of the conflicts is only permissible within a sensitive and
effective regulatory framework.
8.

SU:lYI:M[ARY,

CONCI~USIONS~ .~ND RF~CO:~I:I~ENDATIONS

The specialist stands at. the hub of the market mechanism of the
NYSEand other major American exchanges. Since the inception o~
the specialist system about 100 years ago, the role of the specialist
has increased greatly in importance. Starting essentially as a broker
who had the function of storing limited price orders incapable of immediate execution, the specialist has also become a dealer who participates in a substantial percentage of exchange transactions for the
purpose of maintaining a "~air and orderly m~rket" in the securities
in whic~he is registered.
The Special Study~s examination of the NYSEspecialist
system
has disclosed no widespre~d abuses or patterns of illegality.
Nevertheless, serious ~roblems have b,e~en found concerning the system itself and its surveillance and regulation by the Exchange. Certain
fundamentals disclosed by the Special Study are at the core of these
problems. The first, is that in the last 25 years the specialist’s dealer
function has become as important as, if not more important than, the
brokerage function--on both a quantitative and qualitative basis.
The second is that the conflicts of interest inherent in any simultaneous combination of dealer and broker functions have been intensified,
on the one hand, by this expansion of the dealer function and, on the
other hand, by extensions of the brokerage function beyond that of
handling market and limit orders for o~her brokers. The third is
that there are wide variations in financial and other capacity~ and in
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performance, among the 110 different N¥SEspecialist units, resulting in considerable divergency in the nature and quality of markets
for individual securities even apart from inh,e,~rent differences in their
market characteristics,
and indicating that the regulatory framework
permits too wide a tolerance from acceptable norms¯
a. The specialist as dealer
The specialist’s participation in the market as dealer has increased
steadily through the years. Today, specialists
are purchasers or
sellers in approximately 30 percent of all exchange transactions. In
1960, app.roximately one-third of all specialists derived a greater part
of their income from dealer profits than from brokerage commissions.
The basic dealer function, the maintenance of reasonable price continuity, is a useful one in several ways. A market which moves in
small fractions probably tends to discourage undue speculative
activity. Transactions in a particular stock on a particular day are
likely to involve only a small number of shareholders, some of whom
may have peeularily urgent needs to liquidate their positions, and ~
responsible dealer system can prevent sudden changes in prices caused
not by changes in intrinsic worth or general market conditions but by
vagaries of supply and demand at a particular moment. The specialist serves as nexus between buying and sell.ing orders, which arrive
haphazardly rather than simultaneously m a continuous auetio.n
market.
A considerable portion of specialists’
dealer profits are derived
from the "jobber’s turn"--the profit realized by purchasing from members of the public at the quoted bid and selling to them at the quoted
offer. Since the potentialities
for profit are greatest in the more
active stocks, specialists’ dealer activities tend to be concentrated in
these stocks. Furthermore, the risks of acquiring an inventory are
smallest in active stocks, which have the greatest volume of market
orders and usually the thickest "books"--the unexecuted orders on
both sides of the market entrusted to the specialist for execution-with which the specialist can trade in order to dispose of a long or
short position. Responsible professional participation is needed most,
however, in the least active stocks, where risks are greater and profit
otentials are more limited. The Exchange has a policy of assignng certain types of stocks to well capitalized specialist units with a
high rate of dealer participation, but there is no attempt to give each
unit a "balanced portfolio" so that a more or less assured dealer profit
and brokerage income in stable issues can be available for volatile
stocks and inactive issues. Thus there is no systematic method of
allocating total capital resources of the specialist system to less profitable as well as moreprofitable issues.
¯ C.losely
the great
problems
of assuring
adequate
participation
in
inactive allied
issues with
is the
difference
between
the concepts
under
whichso-called "dealer specialists" (well capitalized units wi.th a high
rate of dealer partieipati.on)
and "broker specialists" (units which
emphasize their brokerage function) seem to operate. The increasing
importance of the specialist’s dealer function for the entire market is
making this gulf so wide as .to threaten the image of the Exchange as
a marketplace whose specialist system assures strength in all markets.
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The extent of dealer participation on the part of different specialists
depends in considerable degree on the adequacy of their capital, and
thus an adequate capital provision is a basic prerequisite for a strong
specialist system. This is true not only in respect of extraordinary
demands on the system in the handling of large blocks, as discussed
below, but also in respect of more routine market situations, as illustrated by those specialist units which endeavor to end each day with
as small a long or short position as possible ("daylight trading"),
order to avoid risk and capital commitment. The capital requirements of specialists, designed to assure that specialists have sufficient
funds to maintain fair and orderly markets, have not been increased by
the NYSEfor many years although they were established at a time
when market conditions were vastly different from those existing at
present. In terms of units of stock (but not necessarily dollars) they
are lower than Amexrequirements as recently increased.
Just as underpartieipation by some specialists in some situations
raises one set of questions, so also are these important questions of
overpartieipation by specialists. The latter questions had earlier recognition and emphasis in regulatory terms; under the Exchange Act, a
specialist’s dealer transactions are to be restricted "so far as practicable to those reasonably necessary to maintain a fair and orderly
market," and this standard was early defined (in the Commission’s
so-called Saperstein Interpretation of 1937) as relating to price continuity and minimizing the effects of temporary disparities between
supply and demand. Despite the restrictive
tenor of the statute and
its official interpretation, the NYSE,particularly in recent years, has
emphasized high dealer partieipatimr
as a general standard for
specialists.
The restrictive
purpose of the Saperstein Interpretation
should
receive new emphasis in the form of a Commissionrule, while at the
same time the affirmative obligation of specialists to make fair and
orderly markets should also be set forth in such a Commissionrule.
Exchange rules should then give further content to both aspects, by
expressing as specifically as practicable the requirements and standards deemed applicable to typical problems of overpartieipation,
and
underpartieipation as they have arisen in respect of various market
situations and amongdifferent specialist units. In particular, there
should be greater emphasis on what might be termed "continuity with
depth," i.e., with reasonable volume at each price level, rather than
mere price continuity without regard to volume. The total aim of
Commission and Exchange rules should be to focus more closely on
experienced problems of each type, overpartieipation and underparticipation, rather than blanketing all problems of specialist participation under a general emphasis either on minimumparticipation
or
high participation.
As specialists’ dealer participation has increased, there has been a
growing tendency by the Exchange to express the utility
of the
specialist dealer function in terms ~)f "stabilizing" prices (as distinguished from providing transaction-to-transaction
continuity).
To
measure specialists’ stab~ilization performance, the Exchangeuses the
"
tick test,,, under which, in general, a purchase below or a sale above
the price of the last different transaction in the stock is deemedto be
stabilizing.
The results of the Special Study show that~ under the
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tick test or other tests of stabilization, the stabilizing effect of specialist trading varies considerably amongspecialist units and in differingcirumstances, so that aggregated data obscure ~vide disparities.
T)uring the May1962 market-break, specialists as a group did not
have a significant stabilizing effect on the market, though as a group
they had been reducing their inv.entories since the end of 196i, and
there were wide differences in performance among specialists.
The
data collected concerning the market break demonstrates that the tick
test is an inadequate measure of stabilization, since it fails to take
account of specialists’ trading in relation to the overall trend of the
mark,e..t. The Exchange should not only develop more effective methods of testing specialists’ performance, but should apply its regulatory
authority to brinz deficient specialists up to an acceptable level. It
should be emphas~ed,however, that ordinarily the ea.paeity of specialists to prm,~,ide price stability is a distinctly limited one. Nosystem
of dealer trading can be expected’ to stabilize---in the sense of preventing price changes--in a market subjected to heavy public buying or
selling.
Although the Saperstein Interpretation emphasized that each dealer
transaction must meet a test of affirmative market necessity, some
specialists have claimed that they have the right to liquidate their inventory if it becomesfinancially necessary to do so, regardless of the
market effect of such liquidation. Connected with this is the view
that a clearing firm financing a specialist has the right to instruct the
specialist to liquidate his position without prior notice to the Exchange. Dm’ing the May1962 market break, a few specialists were in
fina~{eial difficulties. It is not clear whether the Exchangewas aware
of the financial condition of these specialist units, but in any event no
corrective action was taken. It is imperative that the Exchange keep
itself informed of specialists’ financial condition on a current basis,
and that stocks registered with specialists who find themselves financially unable to perform their dealer function adequately be promptly
realloeated, in order to assure the public the continuous benefits of
specialists’ performance.
The Saperstein Interpretation is ambiguous as to ~vhether the policy against a specialist’s "cleaning up the book" applies to liquidating
a position. This ambiguity should be resolved by making the policy
applicable to liquidations, and relevant sta.ndards and procedures in
respect of acquiring or liquidating a position against the book should
be morespecifically defined.
Increasing institutional
participation in the market has changed
and may still be changing the kind and degree of demands on the
speciMi~t system, because-the tendency of institutional
investors to
deal in large blocks tends to increase temporary disparities between
supply and-demand. Specialists vary considerably in their willingheSSand ability to buy or sell substantial blocks at prices close to the
last sale price. To preserve the Exchange’s place as a centralized
market, mechanismsfor orderly trading of blocks in all listed issues
within the auction market should be reexamined and strengthened
~vhere possible and, to meet this specific need as well as the general
need mentioned above, speei.~lists’
capital requirements must be reevaluated.
The dealer activities of some specialists are influenced by tax considerations rather than the needs of the market, especially where spe-
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cialists segregate holdings of securities in which they are registered
into long-term investment accounts. These accounts raise several
types of questions. First, their existence is generally inconsistent with
the Saperstein Interpretation, because neither the acquisition of stock
for investment nor the withholding of stock for investment reasons
comports with the criteria for specialists’ dealings as principal. Second, they make the specialist an investor and give him a motive to
support the market instead of merely performing his function of providing continuity and depth to the market. Third, specialists frequently establish these account.s by taking advantage .of their exemption from Federal margin regulations, a purpose contrary to the purpose of the exemption.
Although providing market continuity and "instant" liquidity in a
continuous auction market requires heavy professional participation,
and the Exchange has encouraged such participation,
Exchange literature has spoken of the specialist as merely a "balance wheel" between public supply and demand, a professional who buys when others
want to sell and sells when others want to buy. What has not been
madeclear is that in manysignificant ways the specialist is in a position to, and does actually, "administer" the market and affirmatively
influence price levels and trends--that the specialist, except in the
most active stocks, may often be the market rather than a mechanism
for linking buyers and sellers together.
It is in openings that dealer activities of specialists have madethe
clearest intrusion on the concept of a free market. The opening price
of an issue is probably the single most important price of the day.
Here whore all, the principle of a free and open market, with prices
set by public supply and demand, should govern. Except to maintain price continuity, the specialist should not interfere in openings,
either by his participation as dealer or his judgment as broker. The
present system of centralizing orders in the hands of the specialist,
however, seems a fairer and more efficient system than the old system,
where brokers individually bid and offered.
The virtual disappearance of competing specialists
makes it particular!y, important that there be uniform standards as well as close
supervlsmn in respect of various types of situations where the specialist’s ability to set prices unilaterally is particularly high. The
Exchange has recognized that it has an affirmative duty to improve
specialist dealer standards in this as well as in other areas. Yet the
diversity amongthe various specialist units is so ~oTeat as to indicate
tb at existing standards are too flexible.
b. The specialist c~ bro]cer--conTgicts of interest
The combined functions of the specialist, acting as he does for the
orders entrusted to him and for his own account as principal, involve
an inherent conflict of interest. Furthermore, he acts for customers
on both sides of the market, and he also has a responsibility to act on
behalf of the market as a whole. In view of the benefits which responsible dealer activities can confer on the market~ this conflict is
tolerable, but only under a regulatory system which contains effective
controls.
The general argument in favor of continuing to permit the combined
functions is that specialist brokerage income, which is substantial~ provides a continuous source of capital and incentive in the performance
96-746--63--pt.
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of market-making activities.
Although the forc~ of this argument
is somewhatweakenedby the fact that dealer activities also generally
provide a continuous profit, it nevertheless remains a strong one.
An even stronger argument is that expectations of investors, credit
arrangements which depend on liquidity,
and the very organization
of the exchanges, to one extent or another revolve around the technical
market functions of the specialist. These considerations alone would
require that any such drastic change as segregation of functions should
be based on a clear preponderance of the evidence. Such preponderance does not exist, although it is clear that the specialist can and does
compete with his own customers and that many fine distinctions are
involved in differentiating
proper from improper conduct. For example, when a specialist outbids or under-offers customers who l~ve
employed limit orders, which indicate a price beyond which they
are unwilling to go, he may be merely performing his dealer function
of providing continuity between transactions or in some circumstances
he may be competing unfairly.
The specialist’s exclusive knowledge of the orders on the book and
the known source of supply and demand, available to him through the
book give him a definite trading advaneage over other market participants. This can be justified only by the benefits which the specialist confers on the market, and only if high standards of conduct in
dealer and broker activities are defined and enforced.
Certain practices of specialists which exacerbate the inherent conflict of their dual role should be terminated. Specialists and their
firms should not be allowed to have their own retail customers (as
opposed to customers of other brokers whose orders are given to the
specialist for execution). Transactions for a specialist’s own customers do not affirmatively assist his market-making activities and
are fraught with possibilities of abuse.
The practice of "stopping stock" against orders on the specialist’s
book, i.e., using an order on the book to guarantee a price to another
investor, involves too great a compromiseof the specialist’s fiduciary
obligation for personal profit without any strong offsetting gain to
his market-making function. A number of transactions
made pursuant to "stops" are deliberately omitted from the tape, apparently
without valid justification.
There is confusion as to the precise kinds of orders that specialists
are permitted to accept and their responsibilities with respect to each.
A.lthough NYSEspecialists
have been prohibited by the Exchange
since 1952 from accepting "not-held" orders--orders allowing discretion as to time or price of executionBmanyspecialists con,tinued to
accept them until the fall of 1961. The acc.e]~tance of "not-held" or.ders by specialists involves a compromiseof fiauciary obligations (and
m some cases market-making activities)
which far outweighs any
possible benefits.
e. Surveillance ancl enforee~nent
Although present NYSEsurveillance procedures are in the hands of
a capable and sopMsticated administration, there is need for gre~t~r
attention to specific problem areas and there is need for a more thorough examination procedure generally. In one particular,
the surveillance process should be more sensitive to conflict of interest problems. Ideally there should be a regular method by which the sequence
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of transactions, the specialist’s book, and his own transactions in any
stock could be quickly and conveniently reproduced. Modern data
processing equipment would very likely permit this to be done, but
the N¥SEhas shown little
inclination to move in this direction;
indeed, it has not yet arranged for orders to be clocked at the specialist
ost, a procedure that has been in effect on the Amexfor some years.
lso, iris difficult to see howstand, ards of performancea~d risk-taking
can be set without taking into account profitability as well as unprofitability, yet until the NYSEobtained data on specialists income as a
result of the study’s questionnaire EX-1, the floor department had no
information whatsoever wi.th respect to trading or brokerage income
of any specialist unit or in the aggregate.
Whether the obligations of specialists
are defined very broadly
in terms of "fair and orderly markets" or are defined somewhat more
specifically in relation to particular types of problems, i.t is clear that
a large measure of judgmen£ a~d discretion is involved in their ~pplication and that the administrators of the re.gulatory system--primarily the exchange themselves--must exercise vigilance and discrimination in evaluating performance in particular situations.
A
mechanical application of any or all of the tests used in surveillance
(or even new tests) to come to an aggregate figure for all specialists
does not discharge the duty of surveillance which ultimately is the
protection of individual investors in specific transactions.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The specialist
system now in operation on the NYSEand
Amexis different in significant
respects from the system which
existed when present regulatory policies were established, and is
different
also from the image of the specialist
system as frequently projected. In its present form, it appears to be an essential mechanism for maintaining continuous auction markets and,
in broad terms, appears to be serving its purposes satisfactorily.
There is a need, not for any broad and drastic change in the system, but for a number of important,
specific
improvements in
specialist
practices and in regulatory concepts and methods, as
set forth in the following paragraphs. For the most part, these
can and should be accomplished through changes in the rules and
procedures of the respective exchanges, except that, since the
Commission is not presently empowered to enforce rules of the
Exchange (see ch. XII), it would be desirable to define certain
basic dealer responsibilities
of specialists (pars. 2 and 3, below)
in rules of the Commission under section ll(b) of the Exchange
Act. The limited volume of transactions
on the regional exchanges and the dependence of these exchanges on the dual trading system may make it impracticable to place such responsibilities on regional exchange specialists
and for the present they
should be excepted from any such rules under section ll(b).
Further studies are needed in the structure of regional exchange
specialist systems, and questions of responsibilities
and privileges
of these specialists
should be held in abeyance pending such
~o
studies2

~k

~0 For this reason most of the following paragraphs are applicable
only to the NYSE
and/or &mex although specific
items may also be applicable
to one or more regional
exchanges insofar as they use a specialist
system in respect of primary ltstings.
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2. Section ll:(b) of the Exchange Act states a policy of restricting specialists’ dealings "so far as practicable to those reasonably
necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market." The so-called
Saperstein Interpretation
promulgated in 1937 among other things
limits specialists’
dealer transactions to those reasonably necessary to maintain price continuity and minimize temporary disparity
between supply and demand. The NYSE’s policy and
practice of indiscriminately
encouraging specialists
to increase
their participation as dealers is incompatible with the restrictive
tenor of these provisions.
Although the changed market context
since 1937 has seemingly changed the level at which the standard
of "reasonably necessary" in the foregoing provisions must be
applied, it is still an appropriate and desirable standard which
needs restatement, in place of the NYSE’s present emphasis. The
relevant portion of the Saperstein
Interpretation
should be
embodied in a rule under section ll(b).
3. While specialists should be restricted in their dealer participation to what is reasonably necessary to maintain a fair and
orderly market, an affirmative obligation on their part to participate to the extent reasonably necessary to maintain a fair and
orderly market should be more clearly recognized and enforced.
The rules of the NYSEnow merely state that such participation
is "commonly desirable,"
and in practice the Exchange has not
held individual specialists
to high standards of performance, with
the result that considerable unevenness in the quality of markets
in individual
securities
has been tolerated.
A rule should be
adopted under section ll(b) to state the obligation positively.
4. The NYSEshould increase its specialist
capital requirements
in recognition of current market needs and specialist obligations.
Instead of the present requirement of capital sufficient to carry
400 shares of each stock in which a specialist
is registered, the
nature of the market in most securities would seem to require that
specialists have the capital ability to carry at least 1,200 shares,
and preferably
a higher amount such as 2,000 shares, of each
issue; the exact figure or figur.e may be left for future definition
by the Exchange and the Commission jointly.
5. The NYSEand Amex should adopt rules relating to specialists’ participation
in openings and their trading as dealers, as
follows:
(a) With respect to openings, such rules should be designed
to prohibit specialists
from participating in openings in such
manner as to upset the public balance of supply and demand;
i.e., from using their position as dealer, or a broker for all
participating
parties,
to change prices. The policy of such
rules would be that opening prices should move, from the
previous close, in the direction dictated by public supply and
demand and not against it.
(b) With respect to trading after the opening, such rules
should limit the ability of specialists
to "reach" across the
market; i.e., buying at the offer or selling at the bid, whether
such transactions are to establish or to liquidate a position.
Provisions should be mad.e for exemptions from such rules
with approval of floor officials and for systematic review by
the respective floor departments.
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(c) With respect to the general obligation of specialists
participate
to the extent reasonably necessary to maintain a
fair and orderly market, such rules should give emphasis to
the concept of continuity with reasonable depth; i.e., participating in reasonable volume at each price level, and should
also make cl.ear that the obligation to participate
requires
that all quotations be reasonable ones in view of market conditions and not merely nominal ones.
6. The NYSEand Amex should adopt rules requiring that each
specialist
unit maintain a single trading account. All securities
in which a specialist
is registered which are owned by such specialist or his unit should be maintained in such account and not
segregated
for tax or other purposes.
No recommendation is
made with respect to specialist
inventory practices for tax purposes. Nevertheless, in view of the testimony of some specialists
that they occasionally trade to adjust inventories kept on a LIFO
basis, it should be made clear that trading so motivated is not
permissible.
7. The NYSE and Amex should adopt rules governing
the
brokerage function of specialists
and should clarify various related floor procedures, as follows:
(a) The respective exchanges should adopt rules affirmatively defining market and limited price orders and variations
thereof, and defining specialists’
(and floor brokers’) responsibilities
with respect to each type of order.
(b) The existing ban against specialists’
accepting "notheld" orders should continue. If necessary, consideration
should be given to increasing floor brokerage rates to compensate floor brokers adequately for their efforts in handling
discretionary orders.
(c) Specialists
on the NYSE and Amex should be prohibited from granting "stops" (either by allocating customers’
orders or as principal) at any price at which a specialist holds
an unexecuted customer’s order capable of execution at such
price.
(d) The present policy of the NYSEwhich permits executions resulting from stops to be omitted from the tape should
be changed by a rule requiring that every transaction taking
place on the floor be reported on the tape. The policy requiring the selling broker to report transactions should be strictly
enforced.
(e) A specialist
represents conflicting interests,
his own
and that of customers, whenever he purchases from or sells
to his "book"; i.e.,
from or to a customer whose brokerage
order he holds. Policies should be formulated to prevent
specialists
from dealing with or for customers at unfair
prices in relation to the general market conditions or the
specialists’ own transactions including but not limited to situations where a specialist
sells to his customer at the limit
price when he knows of a large offering or buys from his customer at the limit price when he knows of a large buy order.
Whenever a specialist
deals with the book a floor member
representing
the firm which forwarded the order should
initial the specialist’s
memorandumof each such transaction.
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In its routine surveillance the exchange should systematically
review transactions
covered by such memoranda in light of
subsequent transactions by the specialist.
(f) To keep within as narrow limits as possible the conflicts
of interest inherent in a specialist’s combination of functions,
NYSEand Amex specialists
and their firms should be prohibited from servicing the accounts of public customers, or
receiving
commissions on such accounts "introduced"
by
them at other firms.
8. No information is now publicly available with respect to
specialist
dealer activity
in individual
stocks. The NYSEand
Amex should report to the Commission on a weekly basis each
specialist’s purchases and sales as principal in each issue traded.
Such reports should be made public so as to give interested investors an indication of the degree of activity, exclusive of specialist participation,
in particular issues. On the other hand, in its
public statements on specialist
activities
the NYSEhas tended to
exaggerate the degree of stabilizing that specialists accomplish or
could be expected to accomplish. The Exchange’s "tick" test,
whatever its other uses, is not by itself significant as an evaluation
of "stabilizing"
of the market by specialists
and should not be so
represented.
9. The NYSEand Amex should undertake studies,
in conjunction with the Commission, as to methods or plans by which the
capacity of specialists
to acquire larger blocks of stock within
the framework of the auction market could be otherwise strengthened. Amongother possibilities,
consideration
should be given
to (a) the establishment of an exchange-administered capital fund
from which specialists
could borrow under appropriate limits and
safeguards; (b) the establishment of a capital fund, through contributions from the brokerage income of all specialists,
that would
be administered by specialists’
representatives
and/or the Exchange itself and would be available for taking positions beyond
the financial capacity of an individual specialist;
or (c) establishment of a system of limited self-insurance by specialists
as a
group. Reference is made to recommendation 4 above with respect to increasing the specialist
capital requirement and the
recommendation in part F of this chapter concerning the possibility of creating a category of "auxiliary specialists."
10. The NYSEand Amex should be required to report to the
Commission any indication that a registered specialist unit is in
violation of its specialist
capital rule or has received a margin
call. These exchanges should adopt rules providing in substance
that any member firm which clears for or finances specialists
may
not terminate clearing arrangements or call for additional margin
without adequate prior notice to the exchange. Where a specialist
in financial difficulties
cannot promptly secure additional capital
sufficient to bring his account above the required margin maintenance, his stocks should be reassigned temporarily or permanently
to units with capital adequate to handle them.
11. The NYSEhas pioneered in the development of surveillance
techniques regarding specialists’
performance and has devoted
considerable energy to this area. Nevertheless, its present tech-
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niques ar.e not sufficiently refined to deal adequately with certain
important aspects of the specialist’s
role and obligations. Among
needed improvements on this Exchange as well as the Amex are
the following, which should be developed promptly by the exchanges in conjunction with the Commission:
(a) For many routine surveillance
purposes it would
invaluable, but it has not heretofore been practical, to have
a means of preserving or reconstructing a specialist’s
book
for a given period; modern automation techniques may well
remove the practical difficulties
and should be promptly
explored.
(b) Surveillance of overparticipation
as well as underparticipation should be strengthened; as a basic check, regular reporting to the respective exchange of income of specialists, segregated between brokerage income and dealer income,
should be required.
(c) In general, surveillance should be directed toward assuring that each specialist is performing his obligation to
maintain a fair and orderly market in each security, with
appropriate procedures and sanctions for enforcement and
with the ultimate purpose of allocating
and reallocating
securities
where required to assure high standards of performance with respect to all securities.
(d) In addition to present tests to evaluate performance,
tests for evaluating specialist purchases, sales, and positions
in relation to price movements should be evolved, with the
object of determining the market effects of specialist dealer
activities.
]~.
1.

INTRODUCTI0~’--T/~IE

ODD-LOT

DEALERS

SIGNIFICANCE OF ODD LOTS~ AND TY_IEIR

~[-IANDLING

The unit of trading in most stocks on the exchanges is the "round
lot" of 100 shares. Trading in the regular auction market on the floor
of an exchange is conducted in round lots, or multiples thereof271
An order to buy or sell a security on an exchange in any amount less
than the round lot is an "odd-lot" order. Under this system, odd-lot
orders do not enter the flow of buy and sell orders in the regular auction market. The business of the odd-lot dealer consists of filling
odd-lot orders by ’buying or selling for his own ac.c~unt as principal.
He transacts business exclusively with other brokerage firms, and not
with the public.
The conduct of the odd-lot business is nevertheless very significant
for the public investor, particularly the small investor, although odd
]ots also include any portion of a larger order that is not a multiple
¯ nThe minimu.m trading unit of 100 shares was adopted shortly after the Civil War,
as a result
of Increased
volume. (See note 38D, below.)
The minimum unit for
the auction market has been justified
on the ground that it fits that market’s needs for
a unit Involving
a sum of mo.ney adequate to represent
a reasonable
appraisal
of a
security’s
worth and, at the same time, conforming to the physical
and mechanical
limitations
of the trading floor. It Is also said that the trading of small units on the
floor might result in a material increase in the cost of doing business anti clogging of the
ticker tape with reports of insignificant transactions. H,o, wever;, see p. 20~, below.
For a relatively
small number of securities
traded at ’active posts on the NYSE, the
round.lot
unit is :10 shares. ~his is apart from 198 securities
traded at Post 30 and
known as "Post 30" stocks, all of which are considered inactive
and handled differently
from normal Exchange proce&ures.
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of 100. The total odd-lot volume on the New York Stock Exchange
during 1961 was 514,018,834 shares, or 9.1 percent of the total volume
of shares traded on that exchange?7~- Odd-lot transactions, however,
form ,~ much higher percentage of total transactions than of total
volulne; in the same year, the two principal odd-lot firms on the New
York Stock Exchange handled about one-half of the total number of
round-lot and odd-lot public transactions on the Exchange. On the
American Stock Exchange, odd lots constituted 3.7 percent of total
volume for the year 1961.373 On the principal regional exchanges too,
odd lots constitute a substantial portion of the total volume, especially
lit dually traded stocks. In 1961, odd lots constituted 11.7 percent
of total volume on the Pacific Coast Exchange and 19 percent of total
volume on the Midwest Stock Exchange. aT~ Thus, although odd-lot
dealers do not deal directly with the public, the conduct of their business affects a large proportion of all public transactions, so that they
are critical figures in the exchangemarkets.
Almost all odd-lot orders are executed at prices detemnined autolnatieally by round-lot sales in the same securities. The odd-lot buyer
pays a fraction of a point moreper share and the odd-lot seller receives
a fraction of a point less pet" share than the controlling round-lot
price. This fraction is called the "odd-lot differential," and the oddlot dealer’s eompensatio.n is derived from it. A public customer put.chasing or selling an odd lot pays, in addition to the differential which
~s passed on to him, a standard commission to his brokerage firm.
On the New York Stock Exchange, where the price o~ an odd lot
is determined by the next ("triggering") round-lot sale, ~ the differential for stocks in which the round-lot unit is 100 shares is 1~ of a
point (12~/2 cents) if the controlling round-lot sale is at 397/’s or below,
or ¼ of a point (25 cents) if the round-lot sale is at 40 or above
("quarter stocks"). Almost 99 percent of the volume of odd-lot
transactions on that exchange is handled by two memberfirms, Carlisle
& Jaequelin and DeCoppet & Doremus, who engage exclusively
in
handling odd lots. Both firms handle odd lots in eve~ listed security
except those inactive stocks traded at Post 30. The remaining 1
percent of odd-lot transactions on the Exchange is h,~ndled by the
firms specializing in "Post 30" stocks, and by two specialist firms,
in stocks traded at the posts where members of such firms are
~
speeiMists2
On the American, and most regional stock exchanges, odd-lot transactions are handled by the specialists in their respective stocks; most
a*~ See table VI-49 for the relation of odd-lot trading to total trading on the NewYork
Stock Exchange during the period 1936-61.
It should not be overlooked that, to an unaseertainable
extent, brokerage firms receiving
odd~lot orders may (if the customers
approve) accumulate them in order to make
round lots, so that odd-lot volu.me is in fact somewhat larger than the figures show.
These t~ansactions do not involve the odd-lot dealers.
~z See table VI-50 for the relation of odd-lot trading to total trading on the American
Stock Exchange during the period 1937-61.
~ These figures are derived from a sample of trading on these exchanges, ha,seal upon
figures supplied by the respective exchanges.
In calculating
the ratio of odd-lot vdlmne to total volume, the odd-lo~ dealers’ odd-lot
volume can be included or excluded. The regional
exchanges have provided the Special
Stud5" with ratios
that include these figures.
The NYSE, which regularly
makes its
figures public, does not include these figures ; nor does the Amex. The stud5" has ad’ust
3 ed
the~r~gio.nal,
e~chan~.e data to make them comparable ~vith those of the NYSE.
tnsteaa ot waiting for the next round-lot
sale, the odd-lot customer may enter an
order to buy at the round-lot offer or to sell at the round-lot bid. Also., limited price
orders or stop orders may be placed by specifying the price at which, or price range within
which, the odd lot is to be bought or sold.
~ Some odd-lo.t business in listed securities
is also conducted In the over-the-counter
markets. See eh. VIII.D.

